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Of all that thou shalt give me I will surely
give the tenth unto thee.—Gesesis 28:22.
Nine dollars for me and one for the Lord;
Can I spare that dollar now?
Ah, yes, I have promised the tenth to Him,
And so I will keep the vow.
That certainly is enough to give,
It costs so much in these days to live!
Our Lord Jesus Christ, who gave himself for
our sins.—Galatians 1:4.
Nine dollars for me and one for the Lord;
Somehow that seems very small
W h e n I think how He counted not the cost
But freely poured out His all.
Shall I stop with giving a tenth, when He
Has given Himself—priceless Gift!—for me?
They . . . first gave their own selves to the
Lord.—// Corinthians 8:5.
Dear Lord, all I have and am is Thine,
Kedeemed with Thy blood one day;
0 take every bit of this life of mine
And use it in Thine own way!
1 love Thee, my Saviour, Redeemer, King,
And gladly my all to T h y feet I bring.
E. L. Young, M. B. I. Monthly.
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GIFT BIBLE FOR OLD FOLKS
HOLMAN EDITION
EXTRA LARGE PRINT WITH REFERENCES
P r i n t e d o n HOLMAN B I B L E P A P E R
THIN and LIGHT
WEIGHT
Size of book, 6x9
inches x 1)4, in thickness
Weighs only 34 ounces
P r i n t e d from L a r g e C l e a r P i c a T y p e , w i t h M a r g i n a l
References, F a m i l y R e c o r d a n d M a p s . T h i s B I B L E is
v e r y desirable for e y e r y - d a y use, c o n t a i n i n g all t h e adv a n t a g e s of a F a m i l y Bible in a c o m p a c t size t h a t can
b e easily h a n d l e d , w i t h R e c o r d for B i r t h s , M a r r i a g e s
a n d D e a t h s . T h e b e s t Bible o b t a i n a b l e for old folks
w h o n e e d e x t r a l a r g e clear p r i n t a n d a l i g h t - w e i g h t b o o k
Specimen

of

Type.

ND it came to pass, that when
A
Isaac was old, and his eyes
were dim so that he could not see, he
a

t

I n c l u d i n g a carefuiiy S y s t e m a t i z e d T a b l e for D a i l y
D e v o t i o n a l Bible R e a d i n g a r r a n g e d o n t h r e e different
m e t h o d s , b y following e i t h e r of which t h e Bible m a y
b e r e a d t h r o u g h in a y e a r .
2 0 2 2 . . F r e n c h S e a l G e n u i n e L e a t h e r , flexible, d i v i n i t y circuit, overl a p p i n g covers, linen lining a n d fly l e a v e s , h e a d b a n d s a n d m a r k e r , red
u n d e r gold edges, gold t i t l e s
Postpaid

$5.75

A REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENT
LARGE PRINT :: COMPACT SIZE :: LOW PRICE

SIMPLIFIED KELPS BIBLE
HOLMAN NEW BLACKFACE TYPE EDITION
This Bible contains the Old and
New Testaments in the Authorized (King James) Version.
A Scholars' Ready Reference
Handbook of Biblical History,Tabular Chronologies and Specially
Arranged Subjects, giving the
salient and essential information
needed in Bible Study.

SPECIAL
PRICE

2.50

Post Paid
No. 5509

A Presentation Page printed in
colors and Maps of Bible Lands in colors. The text
is printed from new plates on the finest white thin
Bible paper, making a book only 1 % inches thick and
easy to hold. The type is large, blackface, and comfortable to the eyes in reading.
It is a Bible that will give perfect satisfaction for all
purposes and will be a constant source of enjoyment
to the possessor.
Note the large, clear, easy-reading, blackface type

Facsimile Specimen cf Type
CHAPTER 12.
1 Samuel reasons with Israel. 16 He admonishes them. 20 Comfort in God's
mercy.
ND Samuel said unto all Israel,
Behold, I have hearkened unto
your voice in all that ye said unto
me, and have made a king over you.
2 And now, behold, the king walk-

A

Size of Bible, 4% x 7^t inches—only Vy± inches thick
Durably bound in extra quality leatheroid (looks like leather, b u t
wears better), beautiful morocco grain, divinity circuit, overlapping
covers, round corners, red under gold edges,
title stamped in gold on back and side, and has
headbands and marker. If the Bible is not sat- <f»0 [ J A N o . 5509
factory in every particular, return it within
ten days and we will refund the amount paid
« p £ * O U Postpaid

Our Special Price

O r d e r of

E. V. Publishing House

NAPPANEE, INDIANA

Shall Christianity
Remain Christian ?

c:

Even more
.timely and
appealing than
"InHisImage,"
Mr. B r y a n ' s
new book clears
the air of doubt
and presents
the facts of the Bible as clear
as sunlight—showing you
where YOU stand.

Seven Questions
in Dispute
By WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN
is a book for every Christian
to read and enjoy, next to the
Bible itself.
Y O U will bless t h e a u t h o r for his
clear reasoning and practical application, marvelling t h e while at t h e
forcefulness with w h i c h h e brings
h o m e to you vital t r u t h s a b o u t :
The Inspiration of the Bible
The Deity of Christ
The Virgin Birth
The Blood Atonement
The Bodily Insurrection of Jesus
The Miracles of Our Lord
The Origin of Man
A book that eoeryone in your home will
read, and xcliich you xei/l xcixlt to lend to
many a friend!

• Cloth, $1.25
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The best intrinsic value ever offered in a Bible
for Adult Headers,Teachers, Preachers and Students. The durability of materials, mechanical
excellence and value of contents are eQual to any
Bible at double this price.

Teacher's BIBLE
REDUCED $ « V 9 5
PRICE
LARGE BLACK FACE T Y P E
8 V O . SIZE 5V2x8 I N C H E S , m a r g i n a l
references, full Helps t o Bible S t u d y a n d
including
A BIBLE STUDY COURSE
I t is highly desirable t o
read t h e Bible through from
Genesis t o Revelation.
A cumulative knowledge
of t h e Scriptures, s o valuable i n education, is secured
a n d a t r u e perspective of
religious history a n d t r u t h
i s obtained.
T h e portions t h a t consist
entirely of names and subject matter, wholly devoid
of interest t o t h e average
reader, are omitted from the
S t u d y Course.
T h e Course la divided
i n t o thirty-six lessons and
gives both the beginning
a n d ending of each lesson;
also t h e beginning a*hd ending of passages or portions
t o b e read.
Best Quality Thin Bible Paper
Clear Black Superior Printing
Durable Flexible Binding
MOROCCO GRAINED
BINDING OVERLAPPING, GOLD
TITLES
THIS COMPLETE
Holman TEACHER'S BIBLE
also contains
References a n d over 400
pages
of
Copyrighted
H e l p s b y m o s t reliable
Authorities. A Treasury of
Biblical Information, Practical Comparative Concordance, a Complete
Illustrated Bible Dictionary, F o u r Thousand
Questions and Answers, N e w Biblical Atlas
with Index.
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EDITORIAL
TO THE BROTHERHOOD
Our attention is often attracted by
business houses, lauding their accomplishment, and to establish confidence, refer to the number of years
they have been in business. For some
number of years .does not bespeak
activity, that is worthy of commendation, but rather a slow action bordering on stagnation, and if continued
at last ends in failure. A large volume
of business built up in a number of
short years, bespeaks life in action,
and action in life which is sure of continued enlargement, and certain success.
Our brotherhood has accomplished
much in the last short generation.
Her present activities date back to the
last thirty-five years, when as an infant she began to enlarge her tents,
and lengthen her cords. Her Foreign
and Home Mission Work so pregnant
with results, her schools, her. orphanages, her church home, her Sunday
Schools with their interesting conventions, her Bible schools, and vocational study and conferences. Her church
and Sunday School periodicals, are
all of recent date. Fifteen years ago
many of these activities were struggling with question and burdens
which resulted from inexperience.
They came to conference, first asking for recognition, then came the
pleas for help, both for laborers, then
for a monetary support. The heart's
door of the church opened, sympathy
and help was encouraged. The foundations for her activities were laid
silently, but deep into the heart of
the church, until to-day they are the
life of our people.
As time goes on they are becoming
more secure. Mistakes were encountered, methods had to be changed, and
some discarded, rightful methods
were enlarged, until to-day the church
is acting but one way, and that toward the good that means success, to
help the Master's kingdom.
True, numerically we have not
reached our ideals as rapidly as possible. We all desire to see more souls

EVANGELICAL VISITOR
brought into the kingdom. The question arises, but what of the future?
In the light of past accomplishment
and trust in the same God, gloom and
discouragement has no place. (Light
is sown for the righteous, and gladness to the upright in heart.) The
writer's association with. the church
in the past, and the present is such,
that I see the greatest work for he
future. We need to enlarge the
churches' ministry. How can this be
done in the least time and the greatest efficiency. Our ministers are
necessarily limited in number and
place. The church has a voice in the
"Evangelical Visitor", which has no
limit in the homes it might reach.
Through its columns, the churches'
ministry can be enlarged. The church
has in a large measure neglected to
use this medium. It has spoken to
many through its columns, but the
surface has only been scratched, while
many golden opportunities lie buried.
The duty and privilege of the church
is to enlarge its ministry, by enlarging its circulation. To do this its
pages must be made attractive, by its
ministry of truth. Its columns do
not represent the church, in its highest and better sense. What we mean
by this is the brotherhood has men
and women with tact, gifts, and power
of thought, if developed, will make
the "VISITOR" of interest, to the
best spiritual minds.
The field of thought was never
richer than to-day. The call is for
men who will be true to the inspired
Word, to pray and study it out, is to
meet the world need of hunger and
thirst. The Grecian desire, "Sirs we
would see Jesus," is the world voice
and desire to-day. (If they only
knew.) Will you help to tell them?
We are encouraged, these are signs
of an awakening interest, by new
contributors and subscribers.
To you brother, who will take a
part in the extension of this noble
ministry, get in touch with us, and
we will endeavor to help, in outlining
what we believe will be the most beneficial. We need your help!
V. L. Stump, Mgr.
S. G. Engle, Ass't Mgr.
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NOT WITHOUT WITNESS
In every age God has given the
world abundant proof of the truth of
the Bible and of the spoken word by
His prophets and servants.
There may have been ages when the
light of Eternal things shone but
dimly, but we believe that even then
, there was sufficient light to enable
men and women to see their way to
a greater revelation of His will.
When Jesus Christ was on earth
His work on land and sea, with nature
and with humankind amply proved
His divinity and substantiate His
claims.
In the day in which we live men
have become extremely scientific and
they are constantly demanding such
evidence of the statements of God's
Word, And God is giving it to them.
The evidence produced from archaeological discoveries in the past decade should be enough to convince
the most sceptical and truly we believe that God has had a purpose in
this. At any rate it truly is a manifestation of His matchless love and
compassion for this Godless Age.
Among the many evidences which
have recently come to light there is
none more striking than the
HEART OF PHARAOH
An eminent British Surgeon recently
gave a most interesting lecture on the
Heart of Pharaoh. Our readers will
remember that they are told in
Exodus that "The Lord hardened the
Heart of Pharaoh." Now it is generally accepted that the mummy of
the Heart of Pharaoh of the oppression has been found, and we believe
the Scriptures in no way contradict
this, that is, if we rightly interpret
them.
We read concerning the Egyptian
leader and his forces "There remained not so much as one of them." But
the Bible further adds "And the Israelites saw the Egyptians dead upon
the seashore." Exodus 14:30. We
are sure that Pharaoh and his men
were drowned in the Red Sea, but
what is more natural than the Egyptians should gather their Royal dead
(Continued on page 8.)
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When King David had rest from
his enemies, the Lord had given it;
so every one else who really is enjoying rest hath received it from the
Lord, for there is no other real source
of rest. God has designed that we
should enjoy rest, for He saith,
"There remaineth therefore a rest to
the people of God."
David said, "I dwell in a .house of
cedar, but the ark of God!" Might.it
be well for us to stop and think, and
compare individual comforts, costly
furnishings, fine residences and so
forth, with the place where we meet
God in Holy worship.
David was, reminded thru , .-the
Prophet of God that he was not the
man, neither was it the time for the
execution of his plans, but a definite
promise was given to him, to which
he at once responded with thanksgiving. How slow we oft times are,
with the exceeding precious promises
given to us. We should more continually praise God with a song, and
magnify Him with thanksgiving.
As David waited on God he had
success, and dedicated his spoils to
the Lord, and the Lord prospered him
whithersoever he went, and he executed judgment and justice unto all
his people, and in his anxious concern
to do something for the Lord, he was
reminded of former friendships and
covenants, that were made with one
who loved him as his own soul. Ought
we not give more time to holy memories of the past, remembering those
who shared our difficulties and helped
solve hard problems, had compassion
in our distress and suffering? But how
often we would have to say like the
restored butler, "I do remember my
faults this day."
.J„
So David said, "Is there yet any
left of the house of Saul, that I may
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show him kindness for Jonathan's
sake? Yes, why I made a promise
that I will not cut off kindness from
his house though all my enemies be
destroyed." Soon the information
was imparted; yes, a cripple-in the
house of Machir, in Lodebar. Howwas he found ? Who found him ? A
servant. Sinner friend has God's servant found you? The Holy Spirit, is
a comforter to the.disciple, but to the
individual without salvation, a servant who convicts and locates.
Where was he found ? In the house
of Machir, (sold) staying in the home
of a man whose name denotes being
sold. A royal son must find shelter
in a home of a man1 that is sold! Why
who was this man Machir; from what
family did he come that he was sold;
had he no go'od training? 'Yes;his
father was Ammiel, i by' name representing the PEOPLE OF GOD, but
living in Lodebar; why that is a barren land without pasture, hardly anything to eat.
bfus l
Here is a son of a royal family living in slavery, and though his host
came from a pious people yet surrounded by famine.
But thank God, the king found him,
and at once bestowed his favor upon
him, not because of any merit but for
another's sake; this cripple lived in
the home of one that was sold, YES
SOLD.
One man sold his birthright because of his ravenous appetite. To
another it was said, "Thou hast sold
thyself to work evil." Again, "Behold for your iniquities have you sold
yourselves," and another has said, "I
am carnel sold under sin." We may
not have sold our natural birthright
nor be under some of these other indictments, but by nature we are all
sold under sin.
No banking on our pious ancestry
for unless we have accepted the measure of grace offered to us in kindness for another's sake, we are liv-

ing on famine diet, yes starvation ration thatas no better then that of the
prodigal son. Have you accepted the
favor so richly offered to you because
of the merit of another? IF SO, DINE
AT THE KING'S TABLE.
King David said unto him, "Fear
not; thou shalt eat bread at my table
Can that be? I am but as a dead
dog, why this favor, I do not .merit
it, I have no right personally, to enter
a claim.
. LISTEN,. He shall eat at my table
as one ;of< the ; king's sons; Glory to
God.,K n\ siH 8j[fi9q8sd ,3iB9Y, Hods
What a lovely rich picture of grace.
•i "''For he hath made him to be sin
for us, who knew no sin; that we
might be made the righteousness of
God in him." r;« dael sAi ni rfoj
Brother are you an invalid; are you
disabled; are you lame in both feet ?
You have a standing invitation,
COME AND DINE AT THE KING'S
TABLE;
'' tt°ig8iM omoH bits
Come for all things are NOW ready.
vjjbrrijR i9fi . : . • • ' f mjjrb -lev, .w$&
THE PERFECT SACRIFICE
r f 0 .r

—

By Harvey K. Light
""

93 TO l i s

Its Accomplishments
Part IV.
Hebrews 9:24—"For Christ is not
entered in the Holy place made with
hands, which are figures of the true,
but into Heaven itself, now to appear
in the presence of God for us." This
Man voluntarily offered himself
and said (Hebrews 10:9), "Lo! I
come to do thy will, oh God." He
further declared, "I am he that liveth,
and was dead and behold I am alive
forever more, and because I live ye
shall live also." He opened a new and
living way by which we draw nigh
unto God, and hath brought Life and
Immortality to light through the Gospel. He tasted death for every man,
in his earthly life he tasted sin, but
on the cross he tasted death, the finished product of sin. To taste death
it required a victim who knew sin as
God knows sin. A victim who knows
sin as man knows sin. This victim
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is supplied in Jesus Christ, for none
other could be provided. As God had
given of himself to man in creation
he feels himself under: obligation to
give of himself in redemption, and
he doth give himself in redemption in
the person of Jesus Christ, who was
the bosom Son of God, the object of
his love. And so we have in Jesus
Christ, who was made of the seed of
David according to the flesh • and declared to be the Son of God with
power, according to the Spirit of Holiness, by the resurrection from the
dead, and thus, we have' ; in Jesus
Christ a Saviour, who like Esther
could lay one hand on the throne and
the other on her people,, and so become an effective Saviour. And'so
Jesus Christ could with delegated
authority; lay one hand on God because He was of the very God—THE
GREAT I AM, and the other hand on
the human race, and in that position
he satisfies the wrath of, (Jod;;

abreakdown^ the league a. diplomatic"
wreck." "The burden, of the valley of
vision.. What aileth thee now,,that
thou art. wholly gone up to the housetops (II Samuel 18:24) thou that are
ffill of stirs, a tumultous city, a joybus city, thy slain men are not slain
with the sword nor dead, in battle, all
thy rulers,, are, fled together, they are
bound by the archers, all that are
found in thee are bound together,
which have fled from;far, and it is a
day 5f trouble,1 and of treading down
and of perplexity by the Lord God of
hosts'in the valley of vision- breaking
down .the walls and crying to the
mountain's Isa. 22:1-5; Luke 21:23: "
:
"It has been decided to turn over
the "whole problem to the council of
the league of nations, this would take
it out of the hands .of the representatives'of the countries who signed the
Locarno pacts and who have been
meeting throughout the week in an
effort to reach a solution of the difficulty brought on. by Poland, Spain
and Belgium, for seats on the council,
and the stand taken by Germany that
she must.enter, the council, alone at
this
Was time
t i m e ."
"Geneva; Majri8, 1926. The complex problem of reducing armaments
on land, and sea, and in the air is today before *a great international conference under the auspices of the
league of nations. The gathering is
known as the preparatory, commis., sion,,,on disarmament. Delegates from
^^^^OPHECT;:^
twenty countries are represented,
.21 ortfjT, mod say/ nair-r)
n fBa—VIAMHM.T
oavde ,'isy-n st J . H . E s h e l lm a ^ ' i s f . bslb .8SGE
America is represented also." "Aug.
fjstiqaori sdi 3r> ha'ib $IK(I oliiiJ. . ft noJ fons hdinocti
ollol tfs&i'bsmnu
9, Whether , national armaments
i^evfp, ^IfBnoHqoa
Psirt IX •ffsnrf
orfw IFB V-J
-isq aid xrf bavrv-i
should be supervised internationally
o'lU ,E$ao
•SoVi: . A .Valley ^Vision..'
has been a burning issue at Geneva."
"Joyous'outbreaks by the people." "Aug. 9, Geneva studies civil -aiiv
"A new Europe rising, out of the. old craft, the possibility of transforming
school of discord," The beginning of them into military machines."
?.iS .rrijsa !/*rn?;to 2'rrf)vsf>rf ai skol, tuO
a new era, Briand, The beginning of ;• '•
..The
foregoingon Prophecy by
a new epoch,' Stress'man.' ."They Brother Eshelman number
is surely interesting in
;
would outlaw war,"end war, by war, the light of present events.^—Ed.'' . ' '
-a* ,f. ••. . •
i .rfau/rfO iiiHrfO
on war," Luke .11 :.14-26.
,•;.[ jraH bur, slcwrfg .M -T. yrf f»-tsip
March 8, 1926. 'The special session SGW lni-Tirfl .t:S .-mn p" Jyjf pr-fA' .Irm.M w » hip.u
leiotrtB'.) smirlocBfi idi n!
of the league of nations.assembly was "Consecration:
opened to-day. The galleries,•• were
, I a w willing
btin T8SX
To receive what Thou givest. 7B9Y ST ort£
crowded." Mar. 12, "Locarno accords
To lack what Thou withholdcg^J
upset the; league, over the question
To relinquish what Thou takest,
of increasing-the League of-nations
To suffer what Thou inflictest,
council seats, -and theyc.sayia/severe
To be what Thou requirest,
blow, a real tragedy, a public scandal,
To do what Thou commandest."
—Sel.

_,-.•)>'!ii"}i ri!-»;i-»li<l ;*ftf lo.^-wtiieii'n'L,.,,

The.,„ .question given m the ,90th
Psalm: ""Who krioweth fKe power of thine anger?" is a question
which only the Son of God can afiswer. For no other being can .ever
know the wrath of God as he knew it.
The Prophet, Isaiah, in speaking of
the suffering of Christ says, "Surely
He hath borne our griefs and carried
our sorrows. Yet we did esteem Him
stricken, smitten of God and afflicted.
He was wounded for our transgressions he was bruised for our; iniquities; the chastisement of our peace
was upon Him; and with His stripes
we are healed. All we like sheep have
gone astray, we have turned everyone
to His own Way; and tlie Lord hath
laid on Him the, iniquity of us all, and
hath made His soul an offering for
sin, and saw the travatf of His soul
and was satisfied." And thus now God
could be just, and the[B justifier of
them which believe in Jesus. And so
all the demands of Divine Justice are
satisfied in the perfect sacrifice. , (His
death on the cross affected God, his
.resurrection,
fl^tp^C^ad
affected
the human race.) As' the. victim .expired on the cross the .rocks were
rent, the graves opened, and many of
the dead (Old Testament Saints)

arose and came forth out of their
graves as advanced trophies of his
victory. As the victim expired on. the
cross the veil of the temple was refit
in twain from the top- to'the bottom,
thus, signifying that"tfie'way to the
Holiest of all was now made perfect,
so that WE can now* .$JLthfi "Boldness
enter into the Holiest by the blood of
Jesus,' by a ne'wand living way; which
he hath consecrated for us, and so became our peace and the author of
eternal salvation. .-So m Jesusi€nrist
we have a remedy fOr .gini'/the grave
is opened and robbed of its victims.
Death has lost-its .sting, corruption
puts qn incorruption, mortality puts
O.n immortality, death is swallowed up
in victory and the child of God says,
"Thanks be to God. for His unspeakable g i f t S sShS^x^mm S«te £ £ * "
A great blessing is conferred upon
all the race in, this.p.erfect sacrifice,
Under the Jewish law. the High Priest
would confess and pronounce his own
sins and also the sins of the people.
In this perfect sacrifice every believer in Jesus Christ .is delegated with
the official authority to confess and
pronounce his sins upon Jesus Christ,
the Lamb who bears away the..sins.of
the world.
, Choose, always the way that seems
the best, however rough5 it May be;
Custom will render it easy and agreeable.—Scottish Reformer,
n
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
and wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona. Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone. Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St.. in charge cf Bsh.
W. H. and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194—14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of
Elder Cylde Shirk and wife.
San Francisco Mission, 3739—20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland. Ont.. in
charge of Bid. Henry P . and Sr. Lela F. Heisey.

V. L. STUMP
Nappanee, Indiana
To whom all articles and testimonies contributed for
publication, should be sent.
Associate Editors — Enos H. Hess, E. J. Swalm.
Albert H. Engle.
Contributing Staff—V. J. Wiebe. C. B. Eavey, E. M.
Sider.
Foreign Missionary Department—D. W. Heise. Gormley, Ont. Canada, to whom all contributions for
this department should be sent.
Publication Board—O. B. Ulery, A. Z. Hess. Earl
Bosaert, Enos H. Engle, Ohmer U. Herr. Jesse Cassel, Chas. E. Clouse.

Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of
Elder
Walter
Taylor and wife, Gladwin Mich., Star Route.
Iron Springs Mission, in charge of Christian H.
Sider and wife, Fairfield. Pa.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
Engle and wife, Garlin, Kentucky.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—$1.50 per year in advance, 75 cents
or six months, sample copies free.
NOTICE—The date printed on your label denotes the
time to whieh your subscription is paid. Keep it in
the future.

Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence
Herr, Steward; and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, III., in charge of far.
Katie Bollinger and workers.

Obituaries
HODEL—Lydia Hodel, daughter of Abraham and
Veronika Hunsinger was born April 22, 1843 in
Rappenau Baden, Germany, and passed away at the
home of her daughter Lydia Baer, February 25, 1930,
at the ajre of 86 years, 10 months and 3 days. In
May 22, 1870 she was united in marriage to Michael
Hodel. To this union were born nine children, three
of them having preceded her in death. The husband
and father passed to his reward on January 18, 1921.
Sister Hodel was baptized and brought up in the
Mennonite faith.
After coming to America she
united with the Brethren in Christ Church, and remained a faithful member until her death. On account of bodily illness she could not attend pub'ic
worship, but she was faithful in doing her Christian duty. She bore her afflictions patiently and
never complained of it being too hard to endure.
During her last days she often longed to be with
her Saviour. Also admonished her children to be true
to God. She will be greatly missed in the home,
but we sorrow not as those who have no hope.
Our loss is heaven's eternal gain. She is survived
by three sons and three daughters, Mrs. Lydia Baer,
Mrs. Chris. Heer, Mrs. Christ Brand, Christ, Jacob
and Henry. Three grandchildren and many other
relatives and friends.
Funeral services were held in the Brethren in
Christ Church. Elder H a r r y Crider officiated, assisted by J. M. Sheets and Rev. Baecker. The texts
used were Numb. 23 :10 and II Cor. 5 :1. Burial was
made in the adjoining cemetery.
PEIFER—David K. Peifer was born November 21,
1857 and peacefully fell asleep February 9, 1930,
age 72 years, 2 months and 18 days, at his home in
New Providence. Penna. He was converted at the
age of twenty-five and united with the old order
Brethren in Christ church of which he remained a
consistent member till his home going.'
In the year 1883 he was united in marriage to
Barbara Musser.
To this union were born two
sons; he leaves to mourn their loss his loving wife,
one son, Jacob, and five grandchildren.
One son
Martin preceded him seven years tP the glory world.

Rural Missions

Orphanages

He leaves also ' these sisters and brothers: Anna,
wife of Eld. J. L. Heisey, Mary K. Peifer and Elizabeth, wife of A. B. Myers of Millersville, and John
K. of Lancaster.
In his short illness of four days he expressed his
desire to depart and be with his Saviour whom he
was always ready to talk about.
Funeral services were held in the Mennonite
church of New Providence, conducted by Elds. Chas.
Wademan and Samuel Shearer. Text: II Tim. 4:6 to
9. Burial took place in the Musser cemetery.
LEHMAN—Dale Byers Lehman was born J u n e 12,
1928, died Janunary 22, 1930, aged one year, seven
months and ten days. Little Dale died at the hospital
immediately following an operation. He was an exceptionally sweet and active child and will be missed
by all who knew him. He is survived by his parents, Bro. and Sister N. E. Lehman and one brother,
Bobbie Lehman. The funeral was held at Hand's Undertaking parlor, Orlando, Fla., in charge of Elders
P. J. Wiebe and Abner Martin. Text: Isa. 11:6. "A
little child shall lead them." The body was taken
to Carlisle, Pa., for burial, where further services
were conducted by Elder S. C. Eshleman. Interment
in Kutz's cemetery, near Carlisle.
Go to thy rest, fair child!
Go to thy dreamless bed,
While yet so gentle, undefiled,
With blessings on thy head.
Before thy heart had learned
In waywardness to s t r a y ;
Before thy feet had ever turned
The dark and downward way.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving remembrance of our dear father, Rev. A.
W. Oberholser, who departed this life Feb. 22, 1929.
Dear father how we missed you !
In the year that has rolled by!
Since you left us, sad and lonely,
For your home beyond the sky.
As
My
But
We

I sit to-day so lonely,
poor heart is filled with p a i n :
his spirit whispered courage
shall meet again.

Monday, March 17, 1930
Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister
Mattie Graybill. 1175 Bailey St.. Harrisburg, Pa.

Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie K.
Doner, Elder and Mrs. Charles F . Eshelman, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Mary Heisey,
Miss Martha Kauffman, Elder and Mrs. Cecil I.
Cullen, Miss Mary Brenaman, Mtshabezi Mission,
Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder R. H. Mann, Mrs. Grace Steigerwald, Wanezi
Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. H. J . Frey, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Winger, Miss Ruth Taylor, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Anna Engle,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.

India
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India,
Elder and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs.
Charles Engle, Miss Ruth E. Byer, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder
and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss B*. Ella Gayman.
Miss Effie Rohrer is leaving for furlough.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Katie B. Smith, 495 First Ave., Upland, Cai.
Mrs. H. J. Frey, 649 First Ave., Upland, Calif.
Miss Beulah Musser, 220 N. E. 4th St., Abilene,
Kansas.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. StecKley, Upland, Calif.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th Street, Abilene,
Kansas.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle. Penna.
Miss B. E. Gayman, c. u. Clarence Musser, Chambersburg, Penna.. R. 2.
Elder and Mrs. J . A. Climenhaga, Stevensville,
Ontario.
Miss Sadie Book, Ramona, Kansas.
Miss Annie Winger, Delisle, Saskatchewan.

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth. Mt. Joy, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybil! Wolgemuth. Mt. Joy.
Penna.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario. Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin. Elizabeth town. ha.
Albert Reigle. Ridtreway, Ont.. Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster. Thomas. Okla.
Publication Board—Charles E. Clous?. Nappanpe. Ind
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page. Detroit. Kansas
Tract Committee—R. I. Witter, Navarre, Kansas.

One year ago we parted.
But God above, H e knows the best,
We are all, yes broken hearted,
While you are at peaceful rest.
Then sleep on dear father,
Though our eyes are dimmed with tears.
We shall meet to part, no never.
After waiting many years.
You were a kind and loving father,
Always had a willing hand,
And why God took you from us,
Some day we shall understand.
Some may think I have forgotten,
And my wounded heart is healed,
But they little know the sorrow,
That's within my heart concealed.
He is gone across the river
Left us sad and lonely here
But he is happy re-united
With his pal our mother dear
In that beautiful isle of somewhere
There they await their children there.
Oft and oft our thoughts have wandered,
To the grave so far away,
Where they laid our darling mother,
Many years ago.
Sadly missed by his wife and children.

McNAIR—Elsie L. McNair, was born March 12,
1888, in Columbia, Pa., died at the home of her
nephew Claude E. Jacobs of 38 Caroline St., Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 18, 1929. She was united in marriage t o Bigler McNair in 1905. He preceded her
in death. There remains to mourn her loss, one
son, Harry McNair of Lancaster, and two grandchildren, also one sister, Mary Jacobs of Lancaster.
She was converted a little more than a month,
and left a bright testimony before she passed away.
Funeral services were conducted by Bish. C. N .
Hostetter. Text: Eccl. 9:5. Interment in Mountville
cemetery,
(Continued on page 7.)
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News of Church Activity
CENTENARY SERVICE

LOVE FEASTS
Pennsylvania
There will be a love feast on May 28-29
at the Mastersonville meeting house, Rapho
Dist., Pa. A cordial invitation is extended
to all to attend this feast.
Mechanicsburg, Pa

May 24-25

LOVE FEASTS
Canton, Ohio
March 12, 1930
We wish to announce our love feast at
Valley Chapel, on May 31 and June 1. A
special invitation is extended to those coming East to attend the M. B. C. Commencement and General Conference to be with us
for the love feast.
Mrs. Paul L. Bechtel.
Nappanee, Indiana
March 12, 1930
We wish to announce our love feast at
the Union Grove church, May 31 and June
1st. A cordial invitation is extended to all
to attend, especially those going East at
that time".
—Cor.
NOTICE
Pennsylvania State Council will convene
at the Lancaster church, 45 Caroline Street,
Lancaster, Pa., on Thursday, April 3, at
9:30 A. M.
All articles for consideration with reports both general and financial and names
of delegates should be sent to the State
Secretary not later than March 15, 1930.
At the same place, the following program
will be given on the preceeding evening,
April 2, at 7:00 P. M.
Rural Mission Work in Pennsylvania
7:00 Devotional
Jesse Lehman
Carlisle, Pa.
7:15 The Needy Fields
Stephen Heisey
Spring Mills, Pa.
Song
7:35 Hindrances
H. K. Light
Lebanon, Pa.
Song'
7:50 Results
Naomi Wolgemuth
Mt. Joy, Pa.
Song
8:10 Experiences
a. Allen Brubaker
Granville, Pa.
b. Martha Sentz
Mt. Joy, Pa.
8:40 How can our church districts engage
more effectively in home mission
work?
Bish. L. O. Musser
Mt. Joy, Pa.
Moderator, Graybill Wolgemuth.
J. H. Martin, State Secretary
Lancaster, Pa., R. R. 2

The Brethren in Christ Church in the
Lykens Valley District will be one hundred
years old in the near future.
'In a later issue of the "Visitor" will appear a complete program to be given on
April 27, 1930, in Free Grace church, Millersburg, Pa.
REVIVAL AT BETHANY CHURCH
Near Thomas, Okla.
Meetings began February 9 with Eld.
Emanuel Rohrer of West Milton, Ohio, in
charge. After the Sunday morning service Bro. Rohrer fell ill with what developed
into tonsilitis. He had just come from a
very successful meeting at Zion Church,
Kansas, and after the fatigue of an all
night meeting and three hundred mile auto
trip, was an easy prey to the prevailing
epidemic..
The first week of Bro. Rohrer's illness
the local ministers with the help of Eld.
Jesse F. Lady, filled the pulpit. The second
week Eld. Harry Crider from Kansas, returning from a four month's evangelistic
campaign in California, passed by this way
to visit his daughter Pearl and son Carl,
who are attending Jabbok Bible School. The
brethren prevailed on him to stay and
preach for us until such time as Bro. Rohrer
should be able to resume the responsibility
of the meeting.
From the outstart we had the consciousness that it was the Lord's meeting. He
did not allow us to depend upon man to
bring about results. We give Him the
glory for what was done, of course recognizing the fact that He uses human instrumentality when humbly consecrated to His
service.
Many of our dear young people, and some
older ones too, renewed their covenant with
God, and prayed through to real victory.
We are thankful that many of the students at Jabbok Bible School were included in the number who sought the Lord. At
times "the waves of glory rolled."
The attendance was large nearly every
service. Our hearts were sad to see some,
who were under deep conviction for sin,
turn down the offer of life. We desire the
prayers of God's people for those who got
through to victory that they may become
established in the Lord, and that others who
feel their need of Christ may yet yield to
Him.
—Anna Kraybill, Cor.

"For the Lord knoweth the way of
the righteous: but the way of the ungodly shall perish."

The congregation at Manheim was favored by having Sister Beulah Musser in
their midst and Sr. Musser gave us a very
interesting and inspiring talk on Palestine
and the African field. It was on the evening of February 18th that this meeting was
held; how we were impressed as we heard
tell of the land where our blessed Lord
Jesus trod. That Blue Galilee upon which
Jesus walked, where the tempest was stilled,
where the five thousand were fed, where
He taught the multitude from the ship, etc.
Then too that ancient Jerusalem for
which the Jews, toward which every synagogue faced, and toward which Daniel
prayed was brought to us in Bible reality.
Most of all the passion and trial of our
blessed Lord was brought to us and how
our hearts were touched as we followed the
discourse of our sister.
Sister Musser continued her interesting
talk for two hours and the time surely
seems so short. The house was well filled,
and after the service we heard the expression made by some more members that
they could have listened a few hours longer with interest.
After services a very generous offering
was given by the congregation in the interest of mission work. May God bless Sr.
Musser and we pray that the service of
this evening may live long in the hearts of
all present.
—Cor.
REPORT OF REVIVAL MEETINGS
At Des Moines, Iowa
Our winter revival opened January 12th
at the Oak Park Mission. The evangelist
Bro. M. L. Dohner of Ohio not being permitted to be with us the first week, the
meetings were conducted by our home ministers Bros. Landis and Menaugh.
The weather was very cold and had much
snow which hindered the attendance considerably, but nevertheless the Lord met
with us and blessed in a wonderful way.
The saints were greatly blessed and set
free in the Lord. Many sought the Lord
at the altar of prayer, a few for the first
time, others for a renewing of their spiritual lives, also a large number of children
were saved.
The meetings continued for three weeks.
We much appreciated the earnest efforts
put forth by Bro. Dohner in preaching the
Word to us. The revival effort is still on,
and we are praying for it to continue until
it spreads all over the city.
Jesus said, "Lift up your eyes and look
on the fields, for they are white already
to harvest." John 4:35. "The harvest truly
is great, but the laborers are few. Pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest that He
will send forth laborers into His harvest."
Matt. 9:37, 38.
—Cor.
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TflO'REPORT OP MEETINGS •••HiML

MILLERSBURG, PA.

\ Our annual revival meetings started here
kt Free GraceU'Cfrureh,* S-uriday evening,
November 24, 1929 and 'continued for two
Vveeks to December 8, with Bish. D. R.
Eyster, of Thomas,—-Okla-.;* as- evangelisti
The attendance was encouraging throughout, better than it has been here for several years, and we a r e glad that the effort
put forth for the salvation of souls was not
in Vain. During the meetings quite a number knelt at the altar of prayer; some for
the forgiveness of sins, others who felt a
lack in their lives, for a deeper work of
grace in1 their hearts and to be empowered
for service, and there were also some who
were anointed and prayed for, for the healing of ;their bodies; .One , sister.iw^s-,(reclaimed.
ohJO J l f m ( .JT taaV
We feel thankful to God for all the good
that was done but cariribt help but believe
that if every unsaved person who attended
the meetings- had obeyed, the., leading -of
the Holy, Spirit some more would have accepted the Lord Jesus as their Saviour.
Because there are those for whorri we have
-beeh burdened arid for whom we have sent
up. many i earnest prayers i and. shall still
continue... to do; : so, expecting : God to answer according to His Word. May God
bless Bro. Eyster is our prayer. ' -^-Gor.1 ;
•-• -•; ••• I ••• ,' «.» </'" '—ts—eaw ,qbi
A TESTIMONY
..oimabiqa
aaanlli a'leirioa .ova to . rfaaw iaift aiiT
ELKHART COUNTY, INDIANA pisTo the readers of the Visitors, greeting
Biiheffl^CT REPORT OF R E Y ? V A I j 1 A /
in Jesus- precious: name.
> -l . 1 Bzesil,
(rid ni noi i: MEETINGS -^j (ovi^ aisw
Will try b y God's-'help-to 'write' a. few
lines this afterttoori/ I thank the Lord that
We are glad < to report that during the He has ever called me. into'His service, and
Winter season a three weeks Revival Meet- that I w a s willing to give my: heart to Him.
ing was held at the Union Grove -Church
I am glad that Jesus has saved me from a
and also at the Locke Church. The meet- life of sin. My desire is more than ever
ings were conducted by Bishop M. G. Engle to'live closer-to Him. The enemy surely
of Abilene, Kansas. During part of the has been busy trying to keep me -from' eriservices the roads were somewhat block- joying my Christian life by making me so
aded and an epidemic of smallpox had doubtful' of"being saved. :
spread in the nearby : community' hinder•1 am'glad-that Jesus has undertaken for
ing the attendance.
i-mAoQ. .J .M .oi3 me arid has increased my faith in Him.
;
The Word was brought to us very faith - Surely I was lacking in the simple trustfrilly from night to night,' our Brother not ing' faith. This winter while I was seeking
shunning to declare' the whole 'counsel ;of
the7 Lord T felt so undone of myself; tout
God. While we are notable to report, many seien C h r i s t ' a s a'greater Christ than ever
visible results we believe'his'ministry-"will before. Surely we are weak of ourselves
not go unrewarded and that the seed sown arid" must have Jesus in our lives, and I
will bring forth fruit in -Eternal Life. The want to claim His'precious promises. •.•'•:
saints were encouraged to press forward arid
I am glad tonight that I enjoy'reading
to- stand faithfully for the right. May God His precious Word. There was a'time that
abundantly bless our Brother for'his labor I didn't' erijoy reading' ! my Bible a s l do
of love is our prayer, t; -loi eiarf^ft-Q^Kjid
ribw!''''Surely we should not neglect read«9ibiirio io—i
1 agg i —
i-avii Isnji
ing our Biblesi I thank the Lord this "evening for the'''power 'He hasgiven me since I
CLARENCE CENTER, N?Tf.B '
said yes td'His will, and by His help I w a n t
Our meetings started February 9, arid to do what He bids me do. I am glad tonight for the desire in my heart for Spirclosed Sunday night; the 23rd, conducted by
•Bro. Albert Engle of Kentucky.' He came itual triings, also for the love in-my heart
filled with'the Spirit; delivering the'mes- for the church of niy choice. Eve'r since
sage night after night with • power !-and I" was 'qriite' young • I had a love for the
authority through the Holy Ghost. The at- brethren 'and 'sisters.
In St. John 3:14 we find these words: "We
tendancewas good. A number prayed their
way through at the altar, believers -were kriow'that' : we ; Save'passed from death unto
brought in -closer -touch with God from the .life because we love the Brethren." Surely
seed sown. May the revival spirit continue. we should be more thankful for the 'freeMay the Lord. abundantly bless the work dom'Ave have in serving the Lord.
here.
—Cor.
I just heard recently that the: churches
A revival effort began at the Bethel
church-;iia North: Dickinson Co., . Kansas*
December 10th, with Eld. Walter Reighard
of Dallas Center, Iowa as evangelist. - •,,'•
.God's presence Was keenly felt as our
brother delivered his: soul in warning. both
saint and sinner, tqrni 3i3w yw worf fblsd
'•'' We rejoiced to see some of our young
people definitely reclaimed/ Two young- men
publicly conscerated' themselves- for definite-'-Christian'service. To God be all the
glory.
'-<&rao-ilabafiilam t>riJ iri'gufi.j oH
•Many needy sottls failed-to walk in the
light, riot accepting'the opportunity o f salvation. Truly we are living in days when
we need to buy up the Opporturiities of getting right with God and cherish every means
of grace.
' I Jrisuoid
baagafd
Sr. Reighard was also present and we appreciated her help in the meetings,' espiSiii1
ally the clear ring of testimony/' May God
richly bless orir brother arid sister as they
continue to labor in the vineyard of the
Lord'
' - b'lead aw sotyisa ani ••••• '"'Cor.
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have been closed in Russia. So we see we
ar living in perilous times, and I want tolive so: that I might, be ready when JesuS
comes. I ask the prayers i>f all who know
the value of prayer that the Lord may have
-•His way -in--my-life1.
^->
Yours in the Master's service,
Martha Lehman,
S.hippensburg, Pa., R. 3
6S-8S v,aM ho . • .' """"'
[™ I 9 riT
orfq^fl , s a u o SQUDERTON, PA. ., ,A} te
bsbis--.b
. e l ,dsiCI
On the 26th of January, 1930; Eld/"Ja J cob -Ginder of Manheim, started a revival
meeting at the Souderton meeting house.
In the forenoon of the same day he was
at Silverdale. Eld. Ginder's wife and Bro.
Peters and his wife and Bro. Stauffer and
his wife were also there—remaining until
the following day. Eld. Ginder brought
forth..the Word of God tp the people in
power/. I .0 .a .M adi bnat
\ -giri '
The meetings were well attended a s ' a
whole. Many souls were encouraged and the
brother labored hard — his voice a n d
strength giving out—he having been in
the work for quite a time.
Qn Sunday, February 3, he gave us a
.very spiritual rneal, his text being Deut.
32:11. In the evening, he gave us his last
message. He spoke ori the' "social problems of to-day", before he spoke on the
text of the evening."
The following evening Eld. E. G. Rosenberger took Eld. Ginder's place as the
brother did not' feel able to take up the
work. He decided to go home the next
morning. ' We believe that many would
have rejoiced to have him longer with us.
May God's blessing rest upon him in the
future to" fulfill his calling.
—George Benner, Cor.io
.08GI ,31—dryp'-—> ...» I—I

MESSIAH BIBLE COLLEGE
We are glad to report that God
has been richly blessing the wOrk' of
our school. The winter term seemed
to pass by so rapidly. The short
courses were appreciated by the new
students and we feel that the presence and the inspiration of the winter
students has been of real benefit to
the school.
..The Bible Conference this year was
another high tide of blessing to us
all. Many of the school family and
others were heard to say they had received new light and expressed a determination to walk in that light.
Large crowds attended the sessions
on Saturday and Sunday, the elosing
days of the conference. Scores of
people had to stand outside the chapel
during the musical program on Sat-

At
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urday afternoon. The revival continued a week after the close of con• /isjri */nyi.sn Diuovi lojaicj A

ference. Eld. J. Lester Myers labored faithfully in the ministry of, the
Word. God blessed us from time to
time with waves of conviction so that
every' night there were souls' seeking
God. We are glad to say, that with
the exception of two or three, all the
students have been led to confess
®f*r*?fc °-We truly thank God for His
goodness to us. : Our prayer is; that
Qod will continue to work out His wl\]
among us and that the revival spirit
may go-on so that every one in our
school family may be led o n t o deeper
spiritual life in Christ Jesus. We feel
the vital importance here in school,
of laying the supreme emphasis upon
the religious and spiritual side of educatiOHi"''*

'•.ladlz'i osti boO io Y.to[fg ariJ

Thus far this has been a happy
and a pleasant year of school work.
Surely God has been with us. On
Monday morning, February 24, Eld.
Albert H. Engle from Kentucky gave
an impressive address to the student
body. He stressed the importance'of
young people seeking to know God's
will in life, and then, following Him
in glad obedience. On Wednesday
morning February 26, we were again
favored with a vital message by Bish.
M. G. Engle. He spoke tP us concerning the two ways in life and the
two destinies. We all enjoyed these
messages. Once more we wish to
solicit the prayers of the church in
behalf of the work at Grantham.. ..
Car

Uiw

F T 9
Tut via ban
;fiVAr TESTIMONY;.^ , ^ r i w o b

G r a t i n g s in Jesus:
"Ye a r e my witnesses." I am so glad that Jesus
has saved 'me from sin: I know when the Holy Ghost
cartie upon me, refining and endueing me with power
for His glory. I was in an horrible pit, when the
Lord delivered me.
I want to especially witness to His healing power,
He is just the same to-day and if we are truly
abiding in Him and His words abide in u s ; 'we may
ask. what we will and He promised it, shall be done.
It iy true there are some things we may say if
this be Thy will, but we should not pray,thus,-when
we have positive promises from the Lord. "We do
do not ask God to forgive us our sins or give us
the Holy Ghost, if this be Thy will! r^o !, No ! God
has plainly said, "All t h a t call upon the name of
the Lord shall be saved. And, ye- shall receive
power after the Holy Ghost is come upon you,','
Jesus healed,' all that Were oppressed of the devil;
Jesus said, "They shall be healed." Can .we. be
honest and put "an if" where the Lord said "the
prayer of faith shall save the sick and the'. Lord
shall raise him u p ? "
, _
KofrlfY*«t
When Jesus walked the earth men questioned/ His
power to forgive s i n s : to-day we question His power
to heal the sick. If you have failed to receive
healing do not rob God of glory by saying H e has
changed or He is not willing to heal all that , are
oppressed of the devil, but ask; "Is there anything
in my life that hinders the abiding, power ?" God
is able to do exceeding abundantly above all that
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toe ask or think according to the power- that worketh in us. Eph. 3 :20. Get the right kind of power
inside and you can ask what you will- John 14:7.
The^e are strong statements, but we can never get
anything from the Lord unless we get earnest. Get
your eyes upon J ejus, the mighty Heaier, not on
the brother ^that is not healed. Oh! it takes a very
little thing to hinder, and hold back that .which the
Lord is "so willing 1 to bestow. Yes, It is a mighty
heart • searching time.. That is why healing is of
such value to our souls.
.My, body was never strong. In the winter of
1919 T was very ill of the '*'flu." This left my body
in • a nervou,s condition with serious, .complications.
I was saved from sin in 1922 and God' undertook
for my body, but I did not know how to obtain
complete healing. The climax came in March! 1928'.
I . yielded
,to • the, entreates of friends, went, to a
doctor1 fof an' examination. I knew my condition
was serious,, but • the examination revealed more
trouble than we expected, almost' every organ in
ray,, bpdy .was afflicted. I suffered day and night,
i' often walked the floor at night. I tried everything
that any i one would suggest, but there was . little
rest; or' sleep, and there was very little I could eat
without, suffering., , .My nerves were beyond iny control, tHe slightest noise would cause my heart to
bpat very rapidly and I would suffer with my nerves.
I had nervous trouble for several years, but I
never f knew real nervousness until the spring. I
had a deep cough I could not throw off and a weakness I , couid not overcome*
I was under the doctor's care five weeks. My
soui gat into darkness and by body worse. I cried
unto the Lord and He showed me my spiritual condition; r_; woke up to the fact that I was backslidden at heart. I could not pray through. The heaven
was brass. My heart was cold and my faith was
gone. On top of all this I read a book that came
from satan himself, stating that Jesus doss not heal
to-day, as in other
days, etc.. I was plunged into
a terrible state. ; I realized to continue with the doctor meant to disobey God.. The devil said, "If you
stop the doctor you will die" and he even had my
funeral planned. The doctor said "you will die if
you stop the treatments." There was two spirits
pleading with me, and the conflict was almost more
t h a n .1. could stand. I knew I could not continue
with the doctor and hew to get through all the darkness and bondage the devil had. wrapped around me
I did not know. Praise God the time came when I
said; "Live or die I am going through with the Lord."
The Lord blessed my soul and promised to heal my
body.' I' was anointed and the Lord healed me. The
change was remarkable. He gave me new life, new
strength, day by day I gained strength, one affliction
after another disappeared. O yes, it's holding on,
claiming God's Word when everything was against
trie. 1 I believe I was anointed at different times for
every afflicted part of the body until at last faith was
lost in blessed reality. I do praise God for what
He has done, it was nothing I could do, I am nothing of any self• but I have a great God. I want
to glorify the ' Christ. O, it is wonderful to Tbe
well and able to walk and live like other people
and best of all to know that it all comes from our
loving Saviour. A i r the glory is His.
—Sara Iola Dixon.
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OBITUARIES
(Continued from page 4.)
KENSINGER—Adam M. was born in Morrison's
Cove, near Henrietta, Pa., April 24, 1878, died February 7, 1930, aged 51 years, 9 months, and 13 days.
. On March 13, 1901. he was united in marriage with
Naiiey Ebersdle.
Sister Kensiriger survives and
twelve children as follows: Sr. Mazie Myers, Sr.
Mary. Holsinger, Albert, Raymond, Kathryn, Clara.
Margaret, Norman, Vernon, Frances, David, and
Elsie Mae. Two grandchildren, Ernest Myers and
Ruth Holsinger. He is also survived by the following- brothers and sisters: Mrs. W. W. Zimmerman,
Daniel, George, Mrs. A. J . Carper, and Mrs. E. B.
Gartland.
Funeral services were conducted at the Brethren
in Christ church south of Martins-burg on February
9, in charge of Bish. H. C. Shank, assisted by I Eld.
H. G. Miller and Eld. R. I. Feather.
YEAGER—John Yeager was born in Germany,, in
the year of 1829," July '9, he died at the home of his
son Blaine, February 2, 1930, at the age,of 100 years,
6 months and 24 days. He came'to Canada with his
parents at the age • of fourteen years. Later he
was united in marriage to Rebecca Cann. To this
union were born six chi'dren, one son and five daughters.... He, moved from Canada to Sanlac County >
Michigan, where his wife died, after several years
he was married to Jane Snay, to this union were
born six children, three sons and three daughters.
Two daughters and the son of the first family preceded him in death. His wife also, died Sept. 15, 1929,
leaving the old Brother to travel the last few months
of his life Without his companion, who was very
dear to him. He leaves to mourn their: loss eight
children, three sons and five daughters; Mrs. James
Kerbyson of Deckerville, Mich.; Jennie Sickle' of
Blair, Mich. ; Mrs. Charlie Stearns of Washington;
Mrs. A. Raynolds of Wayne; Mrs. Wm. Kupel, Arthur, Bliane, and John of Gladwin. Thirty-three grandchildren, besides a host of kind friends. Bro. Yeager
was, converted five years ago and united with the
Brethren in Christ Church of which he was a faith-

ful member until the Father called him home. He
was a kind and loving husband, and father and will
be greatly missed by all.
Funeral services were held in the Free Methodist
church near his home, and was conducted by Bish.
Jonathan Lyons;' assisted by E,d. Waiter D. Taylor
and Eld. Davis of the Free Methodist church. T e x t :
Rom. 1:17 last clause. The Just shall live by faith,
and II Tim. 4 :7, last clause, I have k«pt the Faith.
GEORGE—Haddie May McCulloh was born ,in
Franklin County, Pennai, J u n e 27, 1870. At the
age of fourteen years she. came, with her family, to
Morrison, 111. They lived for a short tfcne in Garden
Plain township and then moved to Ustick township.
On December 31, 1889 she was united in marriage
to J . A. George. Three children were born to this
union, two having passed away in infancy. One
daughter, Miss Veneta George, is engaged in teaching in So. Bend, Ind. A niece, Mrs. J a s . Mileham of
Kalamazoo, Mich., was given a mother's loving care
for many years by Mrs. George and was a member
of the family from early childhood.
Mr. and Mrs. George lived on their farm in Clyde
township, for fourteen years, moving to Morrison in
1904, where they have since made their' home.
Mrs. George had been in failing health for several
years. Four days prior to her death she was seized
with a. severe attack of heart trouble from which
she had partially recovered when another attack came
on and she passed away very suddenly on. the morning of February 6, 1930. Besides the sorrowing' husband and daughter, she leaves to mourn, their loss
one sister, Mrs. Laura B. Tarner, of Clinton, la., and
two brothers, W. E. McCulloh, of Coleta, 111., and
Arch McCulloh, of Clinton, la. A host of other
relatives \ and friends join with these in mourning
the loss of one, who, though of a quiet and unassuming character, filled a large place in the home, the
community, and the Brethren in Christ church of
which she had been a faithful member for many
years.
The heart and the hands that so loved to minister
to the needs of others and that always extended
such a hearty welcome to any who crossed her
threshold are stilled in death. She, whose life was
spent in unselfish devotion to others, is now resting
from her labors. She has heard her Saviour's call
"to come up higher."
Funeral services were conducted in the Presbyterian
church in Morrison on February 9th. They were in
charge of Bish. H. L. Trump of Polo, 111;, and Rev.
S. P. Stump of Coleta, 111. These were assisted by
Rev. C. H. Becker, pastor of the Presbyterian church.
T e x t : Phil.. 1:21 " F o r . me t o live is Christ, and to
die is gain." Interment in Grove Hill cemetery.
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Sylvatus, Va.
March 10, 1930
Dear Brother Stump:—
Greetings in Jesus:
r u npA|iy/
Will you insert for us in the "Evangelical
Visitor" an appeal for help for one of our
young sisters, Sr. Ella Cox. Her need is,
that God will speedily or as He sees best
undertake for her in body that she may
again be well. She has a tumor and physicians would advise an , operation, but she
has complied with the Word and is trusting
God, wishing to be obedient in all_ things
and also desiring to be strong for His service. We would appreciate it if you would
mention as you see best our request for
Special Prayer for the healing of this our
sister and we would praise God and thank
you for the help.
Humbly in His victorious service,
Denny and Marie Jennings.

doe b9VBi
.
•
If souls could be photographed,
what pictures some of them would
present! God sees each of them exactly as it is. No hypocrisy can be
practiced on Him,—Meek.
»..*i»»» <

—

"My Master speaks: 'Fear not! I live,
And Thou My life shalt show;
Loved with an everlasting love,
Trust! Later thou shalt know.'"
—Selected.
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NOT WITHOUT WITNESS
(Continued from page 1.)
especially their King and place his
mummy in the tomb of the Kings.
Critics have sneered about a lost
Pharaoh, but their sneering is without foundation.
Now it is the Heart of Pharaoh in
which we are interested for Lord
Moyniham tells us that an examination of the mummified Heart of Pharaoh "Indicates that he was attached
with a disease, Atheroma, with which
went mental changes causing a narrowness and rigidity of outlook." Is
this not truly a remarkable testimony
to the record given us in Exodus by
Moses concerning what took place,
and does it not inspire your faith in
the inspired and immutable Word of
God?
There are many learned men these
days who are failing to bear testimony to what may be know of God,
but thank God the very stones are
crying out, and there are also men
who are as well learned as the critics
of the Bible who are faithfully bearing testimony to the truth. Surely
God has not left Himself without witness.
WHAT HAS IT COST ?
There are perhaps few religious
services, missionary meetings or revival efforts where people are not exhorted to pray, and we know there is
some heed taken to these exhortations. But how much ? If we had the
record of our individual lives and
knew just how many hours we have
spent in sacrificing prayer for missions; for revival meetings; for our
fellow believers; for the unsaved son
or daughter or neighbor, we would no
doubt be heartily ashamed of ourselves. What have these things cost
us ? We venture to say that the Christian church has paid a very small
.price for all that has been accomplished. Surely God has rewarded the
seed sown in prayer and tears, a
hundred fold.
We, as a rule do not object to giv-
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ing when it comes handy. We do not
refuse to pay so long as we can engage with others or do so in private
in a passive customary way, but
when it comes to (sweat), (agony),
(self denial), to shedding hot bitter
tears, because the passion for souls
has gripped our hearts, Where Do We
Stand?
The Church of Christ will not need
to wait until the World charges her
with failure. We know there has been
failure especially along the lines just
quoted, for if there were one out of
every twelve believers who carried
this spirit of sacrifice and denial as
the Master would have them, it would
not be long until the f urtherest corner
of the globe would radiate with Gospel light.
THE FIVE CARD SHARPERS AND
THE FORTUNE TELLER
"Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse
his way? By taking heed there to according to thy Word."
A friend of mine was coming on a train
once when five of the nine in the carriage
began to play cards; they were evidently
sharpers, and before long challenged others
to play with them, but all declined. At
last they turned to my friend and said:
"We can see by your face that you fully
understand the game; come, take a turn."
"I did know the cards once; but it is so
long since I played that I forgot."
"Nonsense! you could win all our money,
if you only tried," they said.
"Perhaps that would not be very much:
anyway I will not attempt it. Five of you
are enough for your game, we will look
on," he replied.
As they still begged away at him, he
at last said:
"Gentlemen, I tell you I cannot play! but
there is one thing I can do."
"What is t h a t ? " they asked eagerly.
"I can tell fortunes." .
"Capital! Will you tells ours?"
"If you wish it; but I warn you it may
not be flattering."
"What card will you w a n t ? "
"The five of spades, please," and it was
handed to him with expectation of great
sport.
"I shall require one other thing, if you
do not mind," he further said.
"What?" they asked a little impatiently.
"A Bible."
They could not produce one.
"No, but you had one once," said the
fortune-teller, "and if you had followed its
precepts you would not have been what
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you now are; however I have one." And
to their dismay he produced it.
A pistol would hardly have been a more
unwelcome object. But the fortune-teller
began—
"Gentlemen, you see these two pips at the
top of the card? I wish them to represent your two eyes; this one in the middle, your mouth; and these other two your
knees. Now in Rev. 1:7, I read, 'Behold,
he cometh with clouds; and every eye shall
see him.' The speaker is the Nazarene,
once red with blood for sinners like you and
me; and your eyes that now see Him, and
have to stand before Him to be judged.
That is the future of your eyes, he continued now concerning your mouth and
knees, let me read Phil. 2:9-11, 'Wherefore
God also hath highly exalted Him, and
given him a name which is above every
name, that at the name of Jesus every
knee should bow, of things in heaven, and
things on earth, and that every tongue
should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to
the glory of God the Father.' From this
I foretell that your knees will bow to Jesus, and your tongue that used to say,
'Gentle Jesus' and 'Our Father' will have
to confess that He is Lord of all. Your
eyes will see Him, and when you see Him
your knees will grow weak, and you will fall
before His majesty."
They got more than they bargained for,
but he gave them some more.
"Gentlemen, that is only the first reading of this card, now for the second if you
please. These five spades represent five
actual spades that are already made, and
may, ere long, dig the graves of you five
sinners, and then your souls will be in hell,
crying in thirst for a drop of water and
you will wish you had never been born."
The five card sharpers were getting more
and more fidgety, but it was useless, for
they could not get out, as the train would
not stop until it reached Reading.
"Gentlemen," continued the fortune-teller, "you may escape this terrible future,
and my fortune not come true, if you will
do what I did, and perhaps I was the worse
of the six. My eyes saw Jesus dying upon
a cross for me in my stead, bearing my
doom. My tongue confessed Him Lord,
and my knees bowed to Him in lowly submission. If you do this I can fortell the
very reverse of all I have said. I have told
your fortunes, as I promised, and if I am
right, you ought to cross my palm with a
shilling apiece, but I do not wish your
five shillings, I will be content if one of
you will promise to try the Saviour Whose
Blood cleanseth from All sin."
They would neither pay nor promise but
as the train pulled up at Reading they
tumbled out as if the carriage had contained a smallpox patient, leaving my friend
in possession of the five of spades.
"Stop," he cried, "here is your card,"
which he tossed after them.
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Recently walking near his home at Shepherds Bush, London, he was accosted by
someone saying:
"Good evening, sir."
"It is a good evening, if all your sins are
forgiven," was the rejoinder.
"Yes, and I am glad that you are still
at it," replied the stranger.
"Still at what?"
"Telling fortunes."
"That is not my line."
"Well, you told mine more than ten years
ago."
"I think you are mistaken," said my
friend.
"No; anyone who has once seen you can
never mistake you."
He recalled the ride from Oxford to
Reading.
"Ah! I remember, and you left like a lot
of cowards, without paying the fortuneteller."
"I am your payment. Your words came
true of three of us; three spades have dug
their graves. The other one I saw at Reading a few days ago; he is anxious to be
saved from the fortune you foretold, and
is attending religious meetings. As I
parted with him, I said 'Sam, don't forget
the five of spades'."
"And what about yourself?"
"When you saw me, I had been to a
sister's. I was right down miserable. Mother had just died, calling me to her bedside, she had said, 'William, kiss your mother, and I leave you this Scripture: 'Behold,
he cometh with clouds: and every eye
shall see him' (Rev. 1:7). When you
quoted these very words, it seemed as if
my dear mother rose up and frowned upon
my cards. That text followed me. I drank
and drank, and drank again; but continually I heard, 'Every eye shall see him.' At
last I went to California, for the gold diggings. As soon as I landed, having nothing to do, I stopped to hear some singing;
the singers formed a little procession, and
I followed to a mission. When the young
man got up to speak, he gave out his text,
'Behold, he cometh with the clouds; and
every eye shall see him.' It was more than
I could stand; that night I bowed my knees
in submission, saw Jesus as my Saviour,
and with my tongue confessed Him."
He was soon going back to the diggings;
but that one interview was good pay for
the fortune-teller.—Selected.
We wonder how many would like copies
of the above in Tract form?—Editor.
The Word of God has the same relation
to spiritual development that natural food
has to physical development.

"Where God has undisputed sway
is heaven, whether in the kingdom
above or the heart of a humble believer."
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SPARKS FROM DIFFERENT
ANVILS
The greatest pleasure of life is love;
The greatest treasure is contentment;
The greatest possession is health.
o
The purest gold has gone through
the hottest fire.
To be two faced, is to try and run
with the game, and hunt with the
hounds.
Guard your words and acts, a hair
casts a shadow.
Lies are married, and have large
families.
There are good men in humble positions, as well as there are good
horses pulling ash carts.
Don't pound straw that has no wheat,
Don't let your dog bark where there
is no thief.
Three men can keep a secret, if
two are dead.
Sin is a file that makes no noise,
in its working.
The glowworm will shine in the
dark, when there is no eye seeing. So
will goodness and purity.
Truth is like a rose, it often grows
on a thorny stem.
o
You may waste money and regain
it. You may lose health, and regain
it. But time wasted you can never
regain.
o
Lights that are useful: 1st the Sun,
2nd the moon, 3rd yourself, 4th
HELP BOOST THE "E. VISITOR,"
so it may also help to shine.
S. G. Engle.
THE NEED OF THIS HOUR
What is the great need of this hour?
0 Church of Christ, blood-bought,
By Him whose heart with mercy throbbed,
When on this earth He trod.
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What is the great need of this hour?
To sit in an easy-chair?
And say, "My sins are all forgiven,
I know my name is written there.
I've peace and rest most precious,
I'm fully satisfied;
For all my need Christ has supplied,
I'm saved, praise God, and sanctified.
I've constant joy and victory,
And songs within my breast;
Assurance of life immortal,
And hope of eternal rest."
Ah, brother, sister, and dear friend,
Is this God's will for you?
While souls are dying in their sins,
And know not where they go.
Was Christ your Saviour satisfied,
When at His Father's throne?
While sinners in their anguish pined,
And groaned for a Saviour's love ?
Nay, nay, my brother, friend:
Then' why should you and I
Who know the Gospel message,
The heathen's earnest plea deny?
"God has no hands," some one has said,
"He has no feet, but yours;
He has no lips but thine, to bring
Salvation's story to mankind."
Not to angels was the commission given,
Nor to seraphims sublime;
Not to the prophets who have died,
But to you, O Church of Christ divine.
Yours is the glorious commission,
Yours is the task undone;
If faithfully you labor for Him,
Yours will be the crown.
Why is this hour so precious?
Why such urgent need of prayer?
Why such need of willing workers?
Why, 0 , why should we have such care ?
Ah, have you not heard the message,
That Jesus is coming again?
What if His work is unfinished?
What will you answer then?
0 Church of Christ divine!
Let us begin to pray,
That God will send forth laborers
Into His harvest field to-day.
Come, let us step out boldly,
Come with a ready heart and mind,
Come, let us heed the Master's bidding,
Come, let us seek lost souls to find.
Let us give of our gold and our silver,
Which God so freely has given:
Thus, take of the treasures of earth,
To add to our treasures in heaven.
Then, when the Master shall summon
His servants who faithful have been,
He'll say, "To the joys of thy Lord I have
called you,
Come thou and enter in."
When we've entered the glorious city,
We'll not regret the day,
When we said to our Saviour and Master,
"Here am I, Lord, use me."
—Menno O. Brubaker,
Elizabethtown, Pa.
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I dreamed that I found myself in
hell. A reddish glow cast a gloomy
light on the terrible countenance of
satan who was enthroned on a kind
of platform. Around him were reprobate spirits from all countries and
climes of the earth who were obliged
to render an account and to report
their doing and activities, both their
success and failure.
I found myself filled with horror; in
their midst, where I saw everything
without being seen. I listened to their
communications. Then, I saw a spirit
draw near the platform, and immediately understood that he was the one
whom satan had especially commissioned to watch over and follow me.
I remarked with pleasure that; he
drew near to the Majesty of Hell
crouching and with trouble, like a dog
who fears, the look and hand of his
master.
Satan said to him, "Thou generally
bringest good news, what is thy report this time?
"Defeat, my Lord, defeat," murmured the spirit, and. hanging down
his head he hid his face in his hands.
"Defeat!" cried satan.
"Defeat
again!" and he uttered a terrible
""^

bathed in perspiration. In perhaps
an hour's time after I had commended
myself in prayer to God, I again fell
asleep. Again I found myself in the
kingdom of darkness, surrounded by
i iriUMiS'ii ja93j;')T&9n"i'
•:>•;; <r
.riil&ari ai rroisaaaaoq is.9ie.9tg srfT wicked spirits,, Twelve months seemup till now. I have contrived difficul- ed to have passed, and I was again a
&fe$o-i&s hisoibu^e's&gtashJBder, <"him silent spectator of the selfsame scene.
from leaving his shop • I havejbrought I anxiously awaited the report of the
an illness upon him to keep him at spirit who was to bring about my ruin
honm I have-told, him .that,; people —he rose up in the assembly.
Then satan called out to him,
who respect themselves? don't igo-into
such meetings, and that it will hurt "What hast thou accomplished? What
his business. But. his. little daughter account hast thou to bring? Is*the
who .goes to? a Sunday School'stirred soul committed to thy charge, now
" JH
him up, so that he went.,";,!^ e sia&o gained for'iny kingdom?"
"Not yet," answered the demon,
"Why ever didst thou not go with
"but
I have hope that he will be."
him?",, interrupted satan. .• ,, ••;.>;.•
"Is he a backslider," asked satan?
"I have done that too; theiJplace
"No, no! not quite yet, .but,he'has
was filled with praying people, and
many of us demons,: thy most devoted lost his first love." "Good, good,"
servants were ' there,; hut. we.,;Were said satan. "Tell us how that was
powerless, for the.preacher, had the done, so that others may take a lessonfroin^lry^story.''
Holy Ghost in him."
. !f."Isthe ,-man.;;now quite,; out; of ,om •,., "First,:of, all, said the demon,' "I
reach?',' asked the prince of darkness. could obtain no entrance, it seemed as
"I cannot do anythkxg with him at if I must despair^ and leave the place,
present. In the day he speaks of the he was "So full of joy, love and the
jjoyihe hasan'the Lord,:,and at ; ni!ght Holy Spirit: "I tried one temptation
he dreams of it. I whispered-blas- after another, but all was in vain.
phemies into his ear,,and portrayed -flpom auov^aia ,rn.n:
scenes of pleasure i n his\ dreams,'but One day.I managed to slip a whisper
he turned away with horror$ awake into his .ear against one of his brethas well as asleep, and exclaimed, " 0 ren and'.'to act accordingly, and my
man listened."
baton]
,J,esus!",,ajrife jj,, rmowwols briT
"Well done; go on," said satan.
. . A t this, unmentionable blasphemies
"I then began to make him dislike
resounded through ; hell,, on, ail ; sides.
all
those who did not think as he did,
When it became quieter the demon
so,
that
he found fault with everyone.
setid,,. "Antl what is worse, he draws
And
now
he is zealous to work accordmany with him into these meetings;
ing
to
his
own ideas." The demon
he has also begun to hold meetings
laughed
as
he said this. "Now h e
himself, and more have been condo.es.
not
gather
so many souls; his
verted!" Once again & fearful, .curse
•words
have
lost
their power, and
came out of the mouth of the old drathough
he
reads
his
Bible as often
gon—satan. Still hiore angrily' he
r
as
'before',
he
has
lost
joy,
power and
cried, "Is it not enough that this man
fellowship
with
his
fellow-Christians,
is lost to us, but musti he rob us of
•6mte? souls too? That ; must not be and: has,, also lost the inwardness
tadd jud
allowed. What dost thou advise?*'~ which he had in prayer."
"That
is
good,"
said
satan,
"that is
[
"'' 'GiVe me time, my ruler; give me
good.
What
cannot
be
attained
time." • "Twelve months," cried satan. "In twelve months I expect thee quickly will come after while. I give
here to tell us that he again belongs thee twelve more months. The time
and the trouble do not matter, if only
to us; if not then—."
we get what, we are aiming at."
I did hot quite hear the threat, for /:; The >• demons i bowed and I awoke.
terror so took hold on me j ^ a ^ I Was my condition really as the demon
awoke. I am not nervous, but my depicted? My chamber seemed to be
whole body trembled, and I was as if filled with evil spirits, but I called on
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"Mighty ruler," said the wicked
spirit, "it is not my fault. He who was
entrusted to me frequents the meetings of the worshippers of Jesus in
the place where he lives, and he is
himself converted!"
., , i «p.[r^r99il oa bpO riomW
A terrible curse made hell shake,
and I noticed fear and trembling even
among the devils*,jasM.sift rrerfw tx»rfT
"If thou couldest not hinder him
from attending that meeting, it was
thy duty to send him to sleep while
there, so that he might be satisfied
with forms and ceremonies!"
"Yes, I know that," discreetly answered the erstwhile proud spirit. "I
have done everything that I could
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the name of Jesus with a loud voice
and became quieter. Peace returned
into my soul. After I had passed some
minutes in, prayer, sleep once more
overpowered me, and. soon I found
myself again in the, same place and
was participating in the same scene
in hell.,j Satan was, there, his messengers were about him, and unseen I
again listened to the fearful transaction over,my soul. I again saw the
same demon I had seen twice before.
He stood before Tthe throne
of satan.
no ?9 /o.m >i'(o n skxij n
This time a .terrible, malicious joy
lighted up his countenance, and he began to speak with confidence. "All is
in order, hiy lord, all is in order; he
is ours again!
"That is good," said satan. "How
hast thou done that? Tell us.", . ,
"I told thee a year ago that he had
lost his first love,, and had run out
into peculiar doctrines of his own;
also that he is enamored of his own
ways, and had become narrow; i in
heart and. wanting in good will toward his brethren. Soon he felt uneasy and discontented if everything
ln'.the meeting did .not, go on as he
wished; when he could not take the
leadership into his own hands he
kept at a distance. He thought, that
he was in right relationship with God,
but he was inwardly at variance with
his brethren. And as he in. a. great
measure neglected secret prayer, and
therefore no longer found the same
strength and enjoyment in it as formerly, he was weak in time of temptation, and was more, and more blinded
by self-love. God could not reveal his
conditioh to him, for he no longer had
time to listen to His voice. He was
more frequently absent from the
meeting, and now he has entirely left
that gathering^ His zeal for the salvation of souls has long disappeared:
instead of that'I have interested him
in a very philanthropic work whereby he gets more' renown, and now he
is really—"
"A backslider," howled thousands
of voices.
; ;. fl Dj{0Ij
"Good, very good. You; are right,
my servants," said Satan with a laugh
such as only the devil can give. "God
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finds time necessary for His work and
we too find time necessary for ours."
"Yes," they repeated, "we will go
and do likewise. If men are converted
me will make them turn back again."
;

"Only you must not let it be
known," added satan. "Separate them
from their companions if you cannot separate them from God. Turn
their attention to their own efforts.
Tell the zealous ones' to lose themselves in the multitude, they must
become more prominent and gain
esteem. Then when they have lost
the Holy Spirit and are separated
from their fellow-Christians you have
an easy game to play. They will
never consider themselves as apostates until they open their eyes here
to hell, where they will nevermore be
separated from us."',''
At these words there resounded
such a howl of triumph in the realms
of lthell that I shuddered and for the
third time awoke.
, 9x{j n j
I could now sleep no more.'I was
terribly frightened at what hell had
planned about me. All was prearranged and nothing was lacking but
my death, my passage into the lower
world, and any reception in hell. I
recognized that the demon, although
so full of deceit, had said much that
was true about me. It is true I had
lost my first love, and had left the little despised flock of the disciples of
Jesus. I had in my heart cherished
real bitterness toward many.
I had become disputatious, greedy
of honor, seeking my own glory; but
that state was not to be continued.
Hell was not to triumph over me and
the Lord Jesus! How fearful is its
never ceasing enmity! How cruelly
cold is its calculation! How pitiable
my weakness! How strong the fettsrs of sin! All this and much more
passed before my mind with terrible
,
i%'tsl ssnoiT a risbrvoiq noia
clearness.
,, , .
I cried, "Lord Jesus, help me, I perish! Deliver me for the sake of Thy
shed blood!" I arose, dressed myself
scantily and passed the rest of the
night on my knees in prayers. I durst
lose no time; destruction was near.
Three times I had been warned. I

•-.o. ——.

1

knew that a fourth warning would
light .heavily upon , me. The Lord
heard my cry and saw my tears. He
forgave my sins afresh. Again I found
peace in the blood of the Lamb. I denied ungodly plans, striving and aims;
I again joined myself to the congregation that I had left. The spite that I
had encouraged in my heart against
different persons disappeared;1' ; the
love of Jesus had again conquered;^ I
now rest: in this love. I beseech the
Lord to ever keep me perfect in love
and to keep me faithful by His grace
unto the end; even to the time that I
shall worship Him for evermore
above, prostrating myself < humbly before His Throne. Amen! — Selected.
Ida Heisey Gormley, Ont:yjuaibadogiCl
.ziascnsonuoimB. has .8fii9V9 ternus
» mfc * <

T n

< f SMILE AND WOM ilcrf9rl 6
-bn^D io ueq enJ b9Jioq9i gA .Jnsia
T.6 .smile and work,, and work and smile;;
-To smile twelve times a day,: gq&rfr9q
Will take you o/er the stubborn mile ,,
As you journey on your way'
To live, to love/to be sincere,
To strive, yet feel at peace, , ;
Will drive away all kinds of 'fear, • ••'' '•
Your troubles soon will cease., • i i . ' •:;>
To know that nothing- matters 3 much'" '••'
•If we but do our'besfcjqoyq n s i b n l erti
TQ look on trials such
q nsvrg a m
As a challenge o ^ s t ; ^ e o n s b i w q e b
To learn, how little we do need
After all of this old earth, ''
And then to stop the silly speed
And spend more time in mirth.'iW39'iib

r,,

, .,

,

- , ,

;

anQiiibnoa livia

i o daily ao our tasks with joy,
Take courage, come what may,''
To rise above things which 'arirtdy;-3fI0*>
To smile and work and play. /SiQq foriB
To make of life a melody, >X9V9 n i bni>I
To try and keep in tune ;; ;;) ^
^
Then, we shall ever happy be,
' Bright as the sun in June: : '
-Copyright, by Harry P a r r a>t.
9Vfo

,ioi'.r
ha The first film of ice is scarcely perceptible. Keep the water stirring,
and you will prevent the ice from hardening it. But once it films over and
remains so, it thickens over the surface, and it thickens still. At last it
is so solid that a wagon might be
drawn over.the frozen water. So with
our conscience. It films over gradually, and at last it becomes hard, unfeeling ; and then it can bear a weight
of iniquity.—Bishop Simpson.
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Edited by D. W. Heise Gormley, Ont.

PERHAPS IN IMMINENT PERIL ?
Those in the home land who are in
touch with eastern world news, will
have noticed with considerable apprehension the recent developments
in the land of India, with reference
to national sentiment, and seditious
propaganda, even though at present
under the mask of, "Non Violent Civil
Disobedience." And judging from
current events, and announcements,
a revolt may occur almost any moment. As reported the pen of "Gandhi" (SAINT) India's national, and
perhaps political agitator, has been
set to paper, and a message carrying
with it an Ultimatum, has been forwarded to the Viceroy, representing
His Majesty's Imperial Government
in India, with a veiled threat if nothing more, that unless the demands of
the Indian people are acceded to within a given period of time, a war of independence will immediately begin,
etc. We in America are perhaps not
much interested, or much concerned
directly with the social, political, or
civil conditions in that far away land.
But some of us at least are very much
concerned with the safety, happiness,
and peaceful conditions of all mankind in every land in general, and deplore the contemplation of the very
thought and possibility of hostilities
which unquestionably would involve,
in such a land as India, rebellion, riot,
bloodshed, and untold sorrow and
woe. But perhaps we on this side of
the waters are most of all concerned
regarding the work of the Lord now
being carried on in that dark land for
the benefit of a downtrodden people,
and the safety of our own, and other
missionaries now resident, and labouring for the Master and souls, in
that far eastern land of superstition,
error, and idolatry, should an uprising materialize. And even before
this editorial can find its way into

print, etc. the comforts, and even the
lives of all these faithful embassadors
of the CROSS, may be in jeopardy.
But then we remember that our Lord
in His last great commission not only
imposed an obligation upon His follower's, but also backed it up with
that glorious emphatic promise, "LO
I AM WITH YOU ALWAY, etc." And
furthermore we know that already
special appeals have ascended to the
throne of the founder of the universe
to the effect that His infinite will may
be accomplished should hostilities
break out. And that all whom the
Lord has called and equipped, but
who, viewed from the human side
would be creatures of circumstances
only, in the event of dominant mob
rule, may they continue to trust in
Him who said, "The Lord shall fight
your battles, and ye shall hold your
peace." May we continue to pray!
MISSION NEWS FROM INDIA
It was in the year 1919, when a
number of poor underfed little children were brought for shelter, that
the Mission took steps to provide a
home for any such unfortunate children who wished to come to us.
Temporary arrangements w e r e
made in Saharsa to care for the girls.
They were also given a teacher. Later
they were taken to Madhepura — a
place which seemed more ideal for the
girls' Orphanage and school, but on
account of flood conditions, they were
kept there only a few years, and again
were brought to Saharsa. The Mission provided a house large enough
for the need at that time, although
not ideal in many ways.
Ten years have passed by since we
began our girls' orphanage and
school. Some of the girls who came
to us then, are now grown up, and
married. Three of these are living in
Supaul, and accompanying Sr. Rohrer
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into the homes of the purdah women,
to teach the Gospel. Another is at
present doing Bible woman's work in
Saharsa, and still another who is going into the villages as an assistant
Bible woman. One young girl who finished school here is at present receiving training in a Mission Hospital
at Patna, and another is going to
school there.
Some girls come in as boarders to
receive an education, and of these a
number have come and gone. And
thus the work moves on. Some go
and others come in. The number of
children is gradually increasing, and
we are glad the children want to come
to school, and our prayer is that none
will ever need to be turned away because of lack of room.
Last year steps were taken to have
this girls' school placed on the list of
Government recognized Upper Primary schools. Officials who visit the
school from time to time are pleased
with the progress of the pupils.
Only quite recently Hindu girls
have had courage to come to school.
Even then the people try to scare
them by saying that the missionaries
will make them lose their caste. One
little girl was asked by one of the
teachers, if she worships idols. She
replied "my mother does, but I worship Jesus Christ like the girls in
school do." Our prayer is that thru
the Christian influence in the school
and thru the daily Bible lessons given,
the children will some day accept
Christ.
In one part of our district, there
are quite a number of Catholics, some
of whom (much to the displeasure of
the Priest) have sent their children to
our schools. Some of them wish to
join us. We hope and are praying that
those Catholics will eventually find
the true religion as is taught by our
Indian preachers and also by the missionaries, and we do believe that as
their children come to school and receive teaching, they will be able to
exert a better influence among their
Catholic friends.
A number of children — orphans
have been brought, or have come of
their own accord to the Mission for
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shelter. When we think of what their
condition would be in their villages
and of the darkness and sin that
would surround them, we do thank
God for everyone of them, and that
dear ones in the home land are making it possible for us to give them a
home, and bring them up in the right
way. They are happy. Some do well
in school and others find school work
most difficult. It is no wonder to us
when we see some whose minds are
dull, for their parents and a whole
line of ancestors before them were illiterate. On the whole they surprise
us with what they really do. There
are seven orphan tots under four
years of age who are being cared for
at present.

a message with an appeal, and it is
bound to spread. Yes, if you hinder
here God will open other doors."
The girl who came from that village, was educated in our girls' school
and later married. She is now one of
our most promising Bible women, and
we hope God will bless her efforts
among her people.
God's work will indeed move on if
we as His followers live close to Him
and do our best to spread His Gospel.
Yes, even amidst opposition we believe God will be magnified, and men
and women be drawn to Him who
said, "I, if I be lifted up, will draw all
men unto me."
Anna M. Steckley.

Missionaries among these people
find many opportunities of various
kinds to witness for Christ, and teach
His Gospel. Some of our Indian people do not allow us to teach the Gospel
in their homes. Some hate the Christians, but there are many ways of
lifting up Christ, and even to such,
we hope to in one way or another,
give the Gospel message, and by
God's grace lift Him up in the school,
villages and everywhere we go, among
these needy people.

ARRIVED SAFE

A certain Hindu one day, forbade
our Indian workers to come to his village. Upon hearing this, a missionary went to inquire about the matter.
He said, "Yes I forbade them because
we must protect our people from hearing about the Christian religion lest
they become Christians. We have
much fear that they might leave their
caste by listening to the Christians,
and one girl really did leave and go to
the Mission. We don't want any more
to do it." The missionary replied,
"You infer that there is something in
our message that is appealing, which
is likely to draw your people to the
Christian religion, and that indeed is
true, but remember that God's work
is not going to stop because of what
you are doing. If you hinder the
WORD from being preached here it
will be preached some place else, for
God's work must go on, and His followers will be zealous, for they have

Dear Readers of the "Visitor":
We greet you again from the land
of our adoption; We arrived in
Capetown early on Monday morning,
January 27, not quite a month from
the day we left New York.
We thank our heavenly Father for
His protecting care over us and for
a most delightful voyage. Except for
the first three days out from England,
we had quite smooth sailing. In passing through the tropics rain cooled
the atmosphere, so that we did not
experience the extreme heat of former voyages. We are now enroute to
Bulawayo, where we have the joyful
expectation of meeting Bro. Frey
early on Thursday morning.
We wish again to thank all of you
who have shown such great interest
in our welfare and have in many different ways added to our comfort and
pleasure during the voyage. We
much enjoyed the many letters sent
to us to be read while on board ship.
We hope to answer all in due time,
D.V.
As we again enter the work we
need your prayers, for physical
strength, wisdom and tact and a
double portion of the grace of God,
that our labor be not in vain.
Our hearts well up in gratitude and
praise to our heavenly Father, Who
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has again verified His promise, "Lo,
I am with you alway."
Your sister in His service,
Emma M. Frey.
QUARTERLY REPORT OF FOREIGN
MISSION TREASURER
November, December and January
General Fund
•Bethany Cong., Thomas, Okla
$ 131.09
Manor Pequea Disk, Pa
170.85
Junior Young Peoples Class, Upland, Cal
12.50
Lancaster S. S., Pa
28.62
Mother and Daughter, East Petersburg, Penna
6.00
Mary B. Baer, Missionary to China 120.00
N. S. Rosenberger, Souderton, Pa.
2.50
Locust Grove S. S., York Co., Pa
8.47
Elizabethtown Cong., Pa
348.30
Clarence Center Cong., N. Y
63.05
Eathan A. Kreider, Palmyra, Pa
10.00
A Brother and Sister, Florin, Pa
10.00
Mill Hall Cong., Penna
32.00
Daniel and Emma Wagner, Dayton,
Ohio
10.00
Peter Bucher, New Paris, Ind
60.00
North Franklin Distrist, Pa
84.00
Rose Bank Cong., Ramona, Kans
168.01
Upland, Cong., Cal
70.00
In His Name, Donegal Dist
5.70
Interest Due on Mortgage Security
83.06
Rebate on Missionaries' Fare
5.54
Abilene Cong., Kans
65.00
Brown County, Hamlin, Kans
71.87
Lucinda Cober, Preston, Ont
2.00
Upland Cong., Cal
142.46
Messiah Home S. S., Pa
150.00
J. G. Engle, Hope, Kans
100.00
Phila. Mission, Pa
30.78
Flowertown Cong., Pa
10.79
Phila. Tent, Childrens Off., Pa
3.00
Christian Endeavor Soc, Abilene,
Kans
25.00
Mifflin and Juniata Dist., Pa
60.00
E Vis-.Gal Twenty
Feme
J. M. Eshelman and wife, Sedgewick, Kans
100.00
Cross Road S. S., Pa
136.17
J. E. Wolgemuth, Don. Dist., Pa
25.00
Bro. and Sr. Carl Derrick, Detroit,
Kans
10.00
Zion S. S., Garland, Mich
35.00
Fox Hollow Cong., Lycoming Co
18.00
Hebron S. S., Grenn, Kans
18.15
Fairview Cong., Dayton, O
'75.00
Abilene Cong., Kans
122.00
Rose Bank Cong., Kans
12.00
Brown Co., Hamlin Cong., Kans
45.91
Grantham S. S., Pa
103.00
Ringgold Dist., Fraklin Co., Pa
30.00
Belle Springs Cong., Kans
177.44
Bethel S. S., Merrill, Mich
44.38
United Workers Manor S. S., Pa
50.00
Manheim S. S., Pa
81.85
N. I. Rosenberger, Souderton, Pa.
10.00
Eld. T. A. Long, Cedar Springs, Pa.
10.00
Conoy S. S., Donegal Dist., Pa
75.92
In Memory of Mary A. Keller, Upland, Cal. (deceased) by Milton
Byer, Kans
_
275.00
Aaron Wingert, Navarre, Kans
15.00
Mastersonville S. S., Pa., (China
famine)
10.00
Mt. Pleasant S. S., Pa. (China famine)
_
15.00
Manheim S. S., Pa. (China famine)
15.00
Buffalo Mission Cong
507.00
Palmyra Cong., Pa
„
75.75
Palmyra S. S., Pa
25.00
(Continued on page 16.)
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M» ,98iraotq siH b Song of the Reapers fl a* simmm sfully
A true story of one other busy day.—By Ruth E. Byer:

,9aiv*£9a gill ni 19J£
>oY
:
"Show - ers of bless - - ing; showers of blessing we need. Mercy drops
round us are falling, but for the
showers'We plead." The missionary
sang it laughingly as she drew aside
her mosquito curtain and began to
put on one coarse shoe and then the
other. But her song was soon interrupted.
*fi<^ <"^ '^ ^SiBBOfJKiI

".woofi i9itJo
boO 9t9fl
wind^iftffche Lord is not merciful
toward us; most certainly there will
be some sick people in our bunch very
soon." Then into her heart crept a
song of faith. '"Tis so sweet to trust
in Jesus, just to take Him at His
word" and she sang it cheerfully as
she drew forth her old tin trunk from
out a little pool and set about re^
-aratel tes3 .ratrigmsG bns isrfctoM adjusting its damp contents.
All night long the rain- had been
One suggested that it might b£
gently pattering down through .the wise to discontinue their packing and
dense boughs of the pipal tree onto prepare breakfast since this might
the tent roof. They had heard its be their only opportunity to partake
soothing sonnet as they sleepily turn- of-food until they reached the mised upon their narrow camp cots with- sion station. The other missionary
in, but a feeling of thankful security acted upon the suggestion and soon
aided their slumbers till day had there was a light meal ready. Neither
fully dawned. Then the two mission- felt it safe to sit down in wet clothary sisters were suddenly brought to ing, while. they . ate breakfast, so it
a, sense of great wonder and surprise became a very hurried and a standing
as their Indian sister arose from her affair. As. one drained her cup and
bed with an exclamation "Oh, Miss tipped an egg out of the shell, she rueSahib, just look here! The floor is fully remarked; "You know, I've been
all wet and my bedding is in a puddle wondering how in the world we are
of water."
- -si <-3 -2 smoH risks
going to get home over those eight
Yes, Shanti was right. No sooner miles of muddy roads through this
had they set foot upon the straw pad- rain. There is not only you and I,
ded floor until they realized that the but there is also the cartman, Shanti,
rain had run in beneath the tent walls Hester and the two little boys. A
and formed rivulets and pools upon total of five adults and two children,
the floor. "Oh, just look at my shoes," all for One small cart." "It would not
remarked one missionary, "the water be quite so bad if the top were only
is just oozing between my toes al- on the cart or lacking that, if we but
ready and I've only walked a few had rain coats and umbrellas, but
steps." "Yes," replied the other, that one small sunshade is all we have
"mine are just sopping, too, but there beside our blankets. Who would have
is nothing for us to do but set to work thought of preparing for rain at
and pack up as quickly as possible. Christmas time ?" Thoughtfully 'her
Since we had intended to go home to- sister missionary listened, then : sudmorrow anyway, to go to-day instead denly exclaimed, "Oh, I know, we'll
will not greatly conflict with our send Daud in to Saharsa and ask for
plans. To remain here would be very the Ford to be'brought out!" "But
difficult since our kitchen has nothing wait, how long will it require for that
font5 the dripping boughs for a roof boy to walk that distance through the
and the workers and bullocks do not mud and rain, and even though we do
have proper shelter from a rain like send /him, there may be other hindthis. We must try to get home some- rances in getting the car." .
way." While one missionary thus
And so they resumed their, packreasoned aloud, the other busied hernig,
each planning and pondering in
self at • pulling down sopping wet
her
own
mind as she did so. One
clothing from the tent walls here and
packed
dishes
and cooking outfit while
there, collecting them into a bundle.
the
other
set
her
hand to packing two
"Just think of all these wet feet and
boxes
of
dispensary
supplies, caredamp clothes, plus this cold December

ivEaoniaeM

wrapping and fitting into place
each article. The Indian workers
came shivering from their sleeping
quarters and gave expression to surprise at sight of the wet floors of the
missionary's tent, "Oh, Miss Sahib,
your tent certainly did get wet. Ours
are not nearly this bad as they happened to stand on higher ground than
yours.jOO(!.08 .bnii i3i9ri'.to hneJ-OOiios-ni
All forenoon they packed in the
tent or paddled through the rain arranging outside matters. But at last
everything was disposed of and trie
final instructions given to the Indian
helpers who were to remain in charge
of the tents and outfit until they
might be removed., The little bullock
tonga emerged from the shed with.a
temporary roof of bamboo and grass
matting, in appearance' more like a
comedy than an only mode of conveyance. They began to cram into its
two small seats. "Here, wrap : this
quilt well around you, Shanti, your
clothes are damp and the wind1 is
cold." "Can you all three crowd into
that seat?" "Here, Benjamin, you
sit down here at our feet and draw
your blanket up over your head.'" A
cluck to the bullocks and they were
off. "Now, hurry them on, Mattias,
it will take a long time to get home,"
but the cartman half turned on.his
little seat at the front and replied,
"How can bullocks run on roads like
these?" >.dj jnodfi 9'iriipxti oi in<r.7 ,~n\
One might well guess that the song
of the reapers had turned to a song
of weeping, but, no, the Bible women
remained cheerful, the cartman did
not complain, and all were intent upon
making the best of a rainy day, some
wet feet and damp garments. Suddenly looking up one exclaimed, "Oh,
say, just look at our roof, it's leaking ! It doesn't serve the purpose as
a wind break either, I wonder if we
can't straighten it up a bit?". With
these words the mat was poked in
the center and down poured the rainwater almost down the necks of some
of the occupants. "Oh dear, what
shall we do, \?e are really better off
with no roof at all. Halt, Mattias;
let's pull this roof down; i t is going
to clear up anyhow."
Thus jogging along on the road,

I
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two hours passed, and then the rivepj
was reached. Shivering in fthe ehjlty
wind which followed the rain, the.occupants of the cart all alighted, Gart,
bullocks and people in turn wereiall
loaded upon a boat and the ferryman
began to push it across the river. "Oh
my, but I'm cold!"-said one,; "I didn't
change to dry foot wear before we set
out as I did not wish to ruin so many
shoes in "this rain." "J changed > my
shoes, alright," answered another,
"but my clothes are damp, and this
wind seems to penetrate everything.
I think' I shall walk the remainder 'of
the'journey in order to keep1 warm.'I
fear I shall be ill if I do1 not." '
9rf.l \o 'jo'iio/i 9JIJ OJ tx/d s£*iujD3^iib
As soon as the boat', reached the
other side of the river, one of the missionaries, accordingly, sellout on foot,
ticking her way through the mud as
est she could.'' She arrived at ' the
mission station after a walk Of about
two miles, a little, in advance of,the
cart. "Oh, how wonderful to be
home.!" she exclaimed as she entered
the cozy bungalow, "The ^est '. are
coming in the cart and we will all'op
glad, for some dry clothes and some
tiffin. We are. all pretty wej; and
haven't had a bite to eat since morn:?
iri^, and just look, it's three o'clock!"
Night shed a dark mantle over the
cloudy skies. A crackling fire burned
on the grate at the mission house and
a group of missionaries gathered
around it after the, evening meal,'
Among them were the.two of the long
wet road. "Well, I'll say," began "qne^
"this was a pretty hard,day. and I'm
glad it has come to a close but we certainly did, have a.good time in camp,
During the, twelve days we .were
there,,,we went out each day in three
different groups and on six- evenings
we had magic lantern meetings under
the trees. Each afternoon we treated the sick who canle as there is no
dispensary down in that neighborhood- The people were sick' and in
heed and expected us to help them.
Thus a hundred and sixty patients received treatment ancT over two thou-

stories continued. "One certainly same as befoWd V'Alright^I^rJc^
meets with some very interesting.and ceded, "Supposing I should throw a
amusing experiences when out among dead dog in your well here, what
the people as we have been. Oh the would be the result?" "Why, the
whole we were heartily welcomed-and water would be polluted and we could
people semed never to tire of our not drink it." "Then supposing ryou
songs, but one day the devil certainly call ten priests and sitting dOwri with
became enraged. We had entered a them, youchant Sita-Ram! Sita-Ram!
village and a crowd soon gathered and Sita-Ram! all night and all day, will
We were well on" with our meeting the,i;water become purified thereby?"
when an old Brahmin put, m an ap<
"No," said the man. "Very well,
pearance. 'Here, what are you do- then you spend a lot of money on a
ing?' roared he, 'get right out.'of pilgrimage^ then will your well behere and stop deceiving these people! come fit to use"? "Oh, no! • I'm tellYou have no business coming around ing you that that well can never come
here and trying to lead these people into use again without a whole lot of
away.', But.we stood our ground very trouble."
"Well, what kind of
firmly and our adversary soon disap- trouble?" "Why, we'd have to dip
peared, the strain only to be taken up all the water out of it, go down and
by a'younger disciple." ;-JMA) zlBlosqO, get the dog out and then'let, it'fill up
<„,T!hus finished missionary number with fresh wateri" "Well, now lisone, when number two began, "Shanti ten to me, I've something very wonhad more than one good laugh .over derful to tell you. Sin in the heart of
the things people said to her. During man is just like that dojg in the 1 welt
one meeting a certain old man could From it proceed all manner of; evil
scarcely hold his tongue and assoon deeds such as you people are commitas the last word was spoken he point- ting every,day and which you confess
ed to the missionary and enquired, 'Is you are powerless to stop. There's
sheimarried?' Shanti told him that an old dead dog in your heart right
she ; was not. 'What!' said he in great now! What are you going to do about
surprise, 'she is an old woman, and it ?" The man leaned forward eagernot married'•!"
iriirfguo.
ly—"Why, I want to get rid of it,
At length one yawned and leaned hut I don't know how. Please tell us
back in her chair, "I'm very tired to- the wayv won't1 you ?" "Yes, T can
night," said she, "and. wish to .sleep tell you the way; there is only one
in'my good bed quite soon, but there way and that is to have sin 'washed
is/.ohe more story I'd like to tell first, away by the blood.of Jesus". You must
One-day we drove out to the village of have faith in Him and pray to Him
Modhura and oh, what crowds sur- with your whole heart, confessing
rounded us and with what interest your need to Him, then He will hear
they."listened, to. the preaching. But you and give you a clean heart." The
in one meeting a Hindu man was in- man looked about at his'friends and
clined to defend his; gods and an argu- neighbors, then commandingly bement was about to result between him gan. "Do you hear that? 1 Do you
and, one/of ro'ur workers. I felt' that understand what she is telling'lis?
we needed the guidance of the Holy From now,on let none of us chant the
Spirit and He did not fail us at that name of Ram, but instead let us rer
moment. I turned to the man -and peat the name of Yisu Masih." Then
asked, "For what reason dbyOu'wor- turning to me he asked, "Governor,
ship your idols and why do you bathe shall we chant His name in the mornin the Ganges?" How sincerely he re- ih^or in the evening?" Ere I had a
plied, "We hope to obtain salvation chance to think, someone from, out
thereby." His 'face' bore 7such a t|'f>f crowd answered his question,
hungry look. "Well, tell me this, do "She says it must not be merely .witii
you obtain that for which you are our tips but from the heart, and we
seeking?" "No," came the ^hopeless must keep hinvin our minds when we
reply, "Our heaits remain just the are. cutting rice, milking, cows or

-£;g[IdO TO 92T9S A .OSD'tCgO'I^ID, "filSD

sand were counted in our meetings.
. The fire burned low; someone threw
on another piece of wood and: gave'it
a poke or two, and then; the camp
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whatever we may be doing." That
incident certainly touched my heart,
and if only we were able to continue
in close contact with those people
they might soon be won for Christ.
I'll tell you, there is nothing to compare with the joy of telling dut the
sweet old story to those who have
never been told.
FOREIGN MISSION' TREASURER
(Continued from page 13.)
S. 0. Brubaker, Mt. Pleasant Cong.,
Pa
:
50.00
Sr. Anna Cutman, Mechanicsburg,
Pa
15.00
J. M. Landis, Mechanicsburg, Pa
2.00
Bro. and Sr. H. L. Trump, Polo, 111. 50.00
United Christian Church
150.00
Grantham Cong., Pa
22.75
Sr. Annie S. Schwend, Pa
2.00
Trans, on goods, Eli Engle, Pa
5.00
Grantham S. S., Pa
9.79
Fairland S. S., Pa
36.50
Sr. Franklin Jamestown, O.
10.00
J. Payne, Springfield, 0
3.00
Bro. and Sr. Irvin Gramm, Troy, O. 50.00
Bro. and Sr. F . C. Hennigh, Center
Hall, Pa
25.00
Sr. Rebecca Winkler
5.00
Sr. Mary Brenner
5.00
Lydia E. Wolgemuth, Lancaster, Pa.
5.00
Mt. Pleasant S. S., Christmas Offering
56.68
Manor Pequea District, Pa
68.86
Refton S. S., Pa
<
11.00
Elizabethtown S. S., Pa.
800.00
Zion Cong., Abilene, Kans
300.00
Maytown S. S., Pa
62.07
Sr. Jacob Bender
5.00
Pasadena S. S., Cal
100.00
In His Name, Abilene, Kans
10.00
Hummelstown Cong., Pa
42.40
J. A. and Susan Garwick, Coleta, 111. 10.00
Bro. and Sr. Henry Mellinger, Pa.
5.00
Mt. Pleasant Cong., Rapho Dist.,
Pa
147.50
Rose Bank S. S., Kans
48.51
Belle Springs S. S., Kans
7.34
Upland Cong., Cal
140.00
Gratersford Cong., Pa
40.00
Souderton Cong., Pa
68.80
Locke S. S., Nappanee, Ind
28.54
Shanks Cong., Pa
24.97
Bro. and Sr., Cumberland Dist., Pa.
50.00
Cross Road S. S., Pa
567.63
Palmyra S. S., Pa
75.00
Clarence Center, N. Y
70.38
Clarence Center S. S., N. Y
81.08
Bro. and Sr. J. A. Myers, Pa
15.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Brown Co.,
Kans
51.52
A Sister, Dallas Center, Iowa
6.00
Alice S. Albright, Rowenna, Pa. ....
15.00
Rapho Dist., Pa
12.00
Rebecca Schock, Phila., Pa
5.00
Fairland S. S., Pa
28.95
Anna Noel, Pasadena, Cal
25.00
Birthday Offerings, Bethel S. S.,
Mich.
7.61
Pearl A. Brehm, Cal
10.00
Zion Cong., Kans
19.29
Imogene Snider, Okla
10.00
Carl Derrick, Detroit, Kans
25.00
Bank Int., Africa school fund
59.69
Int. on Ext. Fund
143.53
Mt. Pleasant Cong
161.01
Endowment Int.
120.00
India Special
A Bro., Manor district
50.00
Upland S. S., Cal
97.40

EVANGELICAL VISITOR
Bro. and Sr., Mt. Pleasant Cong
42.50
Sr. Brubaker's class, birthday offering, Cross Road S. S
5.00
United Christian Church
125.00
Pequea S. S., Manor district
43.84
Friend of Missions
5.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Brown Co.,
Kans
8.00
Mooretownship Center S. S., Mich.
22.77
Mrs. Jos. M. Eshelman, Sedgewick,
Kans
50.00
Africa Special
Fairview S. S., Clayton, 0
15.33
Sr. Eva O'Neil, Manheim Cong., Pa.
5.00
United Christian Church
125.00
Manor S. S-, Pa
22.56
Pequea S. S., Pa
46.01
Lancaster S. S., Pa
17.32
Friend of Missions
15.00
Birthday offering, Pequea S. S
16.50
Friend of Missions
20.00
Total

?8,311.80
Expenditures
Quarterly Allowance (Africa)
$3000.00
Part Quarter Allowance (India) .... 800.00
India (Buffalo)
50.00
Specials (India)
313.74
Specials (Africa)
231.22
Int. on Annuities (Jos. Eshleman).. 150.00
Int. on Annuities (H. L. Trump) .... 30.00
F. M. Sec'y (Cablegrams, etc.)
20.25
Allowance to Missionaries on furlough
750.00
Missionaries traveling exp
168.80
China Famine Relief
40.00
Sr. Frey and daughter (fare to
field)
750.00
Total Exp.
$6,304.01
Total quarter's income
$8,311.80
Quarter's Bal
2,007.80
Deficit from last quarter
2,722.80
Remaining Deficit
715.00
We appreciate very much the way our
dear brethren and sisters have stood by
us through this quarter; different offerings
were sent to the treasurer stating, "I want
to help reduce the deficit." We cannot say
how that spirit is appreciated. It shows
you are interested. We are so glad for the
big checks that are sent, but also feel glad
for the very smallest check which comes.
You will notice that deficit is not fully
wiped out yet; but if we all do our very
best and ask God what our share is, by
next quarter it will be entirely paid and
we will have a balance instead.
However, may our concern not only be
for this end of the work. The most important is that our prayers are earnestly ascending to God in behalf of the Spiritual part
of the work, especially for the Native
church, that those who are sent out to the
villages may be real spiritual, that as they
give forth the message, God would help
those who hear, to accept it. When we
thing of the millions who do not have the
Gospel, who are inclined to worsip, but
know not what. May God help each one of
us as His children to do our part in whatever way it may be; PRAY, GIVE or GO.
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treas.

MOODY'S STUDY OF LOVE
Mr. Moody once said, in my hearing, that on one occasion he was conscious of a cold heart, and had been
going through the routine of duty
without love or ardor of soul. He felt
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this must not be allowed to continue
and withdrew himself to study all the
evidences of love which he could discover in the Gospels of our Savior's
history. At the end of three or four
hours he came back to his work again
with a broken heart, as one who had
obtained a new vision. And it is the
broken heart that breaks hearts.
—Sel.
WHEN THE INFIDEL PRAYED
A missionary traveling through the
Canadian back woods lost his way,
but presently was rejoiced to see a
large congregation of settlers gathered around a fire listening to an able
discourse, but to the horror of the
missionary, he found the orator trying to prove that there was no God
no heaven, no hell and no eternity.
As the man ceased, the missionary
stood up and said—
"My friends, I am not going to
make a long speech to you, for I am
tired, but I will tell you a little story.
A few weeks ago I was walking on the
banks of the river not far from here.
I heard a cry of distress, and to my
horror I saw a canoe drifting down
the stream and nearing the rapids.
There was a single man in the boat.
In a short time he would near the
waterfall and be gone. He saw his
danger and I heard him scream, 'O
God, if I must lose my life; have
mercy on my soul!' I plunged into
the water and reached the canoe. I
dragged it to the land and saved the
man. The man whom I heard when
he thought no one was near, praying
to God to have mercy on his soul, is
the man who has just addressed you,
and told you that he believes there is
no God, nor heaven, nor hell, nor
eternity."—Selected.
When in the company of his friends
Daniel Webster was once asked what
was the greatest thought that had
ever occupied his mind, he replied—
"There is no evil we cannot face or
flee from but the consequences of a
duty disregarded. A sense of obligation pursues us ever. We cannot
escape. A duty performed or a duty
violated is still with us, for our happiness or misery."

STORIES OF HOME FOLKS
By Mabel Hale
A rare treat—especially to those upon whose shoulders
t h e responsibilities
of h o m e-m a k i n g
rest.
The stories deal
with common folks
and begin with the
experiences of normal young p e o p l e
contemplating marriage; the beginning
of the new home;
the children from
infancy to maturity;
and last of all the problems of husbands
and wives, old fathers and mothers.
A Book for the Whole Family
72 short chapters, 256 pages, finely illustrated, cloth bound, colored iacket.
Price $1.25—In Fancy Gift Box $1.50
Plus 5 cents postage
KNOW YOUR BIBLE
By Dr. Amos R. Wells
Attractive jacket. Containing
1500 questions
and
answers
and 21 quizzes.
Dr. Wells has
spent m u c h
time and great
c a r e in the
preparation o f
this volume and
it makes its appearance when
the question and
answer method
is particularly popular, but this book is also
of permanent value. It is comprehensive,
in that it covers the whole range of the
Bible, is not too difficult, and will be used
by everybody interested in acquiring greater knowledge of the Bible as well as to fur
nish entertainment. Cloth, 136 pages..$1.00
A VOICE IN THE NIGHT AND OTHER
STORIES
By Frederick Hall
Youth craves just
JSS.
the kind of stories
this book contains
it is written in
simple language so
that children who
have n o t even
reached school age
will readily understand. The author
tells them h o w
little Samuel heard
a voice in the night
and the interesting
account of the boy
with the lunch, or
the girl up Damascus way, and the other fascinating stories
about boys and girls in the Bible. 270
pages. Cloth. Price
$1.75
AUNT MARIAN'S PARABLES
By Mrs. H. S. Lehman
Aunt Marian, home
on furlough from the
mission fields of India, has a never-ending supply of stories
for children — or at
.least so it seems to
little Helen and Harry.
Y o u teachers of
restless, fidgety boys
and girls; you parents
who want wholesome
s t o r y material for
material for your chil-

dren; y o u relatives and friends who buy
story books for young folks—we heartily
recommend Aunt Marian's Parables. Cloth
bound. Price
$2.00
OUR PRIMARY DEPARTMENT
By William D. Murray.
A little book which tells the story of what
has actually been done in one Primary Department to teach God's Word to the children
75c
THE SUCCESSFUL SUNDAY SCHOOL
AT WORK
By C. S. Leavell
One of the most original, complete and
suggestive handbooks on the modern Sunday School and its varied activities, avail-

able. The chapters on "Building and Testing the Real School," "Reaching and Organizing the Constituency," and "The Glory
of the Accomplished Ideal" are worth many
times the price of the book to any pastor,
Sunday School officer or teacher. 271 pages,
cloth
$2.25
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TRANSFORMED
By The Rev. Louis Entzminger.
Here is a Sunday School expert who takes
up the problem from new angles. He tells
how to get bigger Sunday Schools, and how
to make their work more effective. With
many diagrams, illustrations, and full
directions
$1.50

THE CHILDREN'S HOUR SERIES
FOE THE 8 TO 12 TEAR-OLD FOLKS—BY ISABEL C. BYEUM
Thousands of these wonderful little books have been sold, and they are becoming more popular
each day. They teach Christian morals in a series of fascinating stories t h a t children read over
and over again. The strong linen three colored covers and numerous pictures put more value in
these books than the price would indicate.

GRANDMOTHER'S
LILY
Here are five true stories as
gripping as fiction.
In child
language the author tells of
Aunty's Robin—Earning a Bible — Grandmother's
Lily —
What Happened on F r i d a y —
Marjorie and the Wasps. Pictures on nearly every page.
Linen cover.
49 cents

A pleasant tale about a little hen who was a missionary
hen and who was spared for
a long life and why.
Eight
stories in all—'about children,
their pets, and playtimes. A
touching group of stories such
as The Cyclone Baby—I D o n ' t
Want to P r a y Tonight, etc.
Linen cover.

Children love to read of
brave little Harry who lived in
a New York City tenement
house and sold papers after his
father died, to support his
mother. Thrilling and well illustrated.
Six stories—Jimmy' s Friend—A Family of
Pigeons, etc. Linen cover.

40 cents

40 cents

TINY TOTS IN
STORY TOWN

OUR DARLING'S
ABC

By Isabel C. Byrum
This book will thrill the
little tots from 2 to 6 years
old. Pictures in two colors
make every page more interesting. As usual this mother-author has woven good
Christian morals into her
stories. They really do your
child good, besides entertaining.
A few of the titles—In
Story Town—Crippled John
—Happy Way—Dare Do
Right>-^-At Grandpa's, and
others. Strong linen cover.

By Isabel C Byrum

Price 35 cents

Another book for the 2
to 6-year-olds. The alphabet can be taught by stories.
A picture and verse of
poetry accompany each letter. On the opposite page
is an excellent story bearing on the picture.
Each
picture and story are of
familiar Bible characters,
etc. Attractive picture on
cover. Strong linen cover
that will stand rough usage.
64 pages in colors.

Only 35 cents

Good wholesome children's books implant pure ideals
in the child's mind. Send for free catalog.

LIGHT ON THE CHILD'S PATH
By Wm. A. Bixler
A fine book for
the tiny tots who
have not learned to
read. No fairy stories
or fiction. Its ninetythree pictures inspire
the child for good.
The short stories and
poems are interesting
and help the parents
entertain
and
instruct the little one
in p u r e
Christian
principles. Well illustrated. 128 pages.

50 cents
!>••»—•—•••—<

HARRY THE
NEWSBOY

ARABELLA'S HEN

BIBLE PICTURE A B C
By Elsie E. Egermeier
26 C o 1 o r e d
Pictures,
each
one giving a
letter of alphabet, a fitting
rime, Scripture
reference, and a
scene of some
Bible character.
26 B i b l e
Stories printed
in large, clear
type. The stories
on the p a g e s
opposite the
pictures will instruct
your
child in Biblical principles.
26 Delightful Poems that help the
child learn the alphabet and a fitting
rime such as —A is for Angels whom
God sent from Heaven, etc. Size 7x9.
High-grade, blue, cloth-covered board

binding.

p r j c e £[ Q0

Stories From the New Testament
for the Little Child
Contains 28 stories about boys and girls of
the New Testament. Many full-page pictures.
Test questions covering each story make the
Bible lesson stay fixed in the youth's mind.

cloth bound.

75

C ents

Stories Prom the Old Testament
for the Little Child
Similar style to book listed above. I t entertains and brings to mind good character-building
lessons by telling the ever-new stories about Old
Testament boys and girls.
Well illustrated.
Cloth bound. Includes test-questions.

75 cents
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Low priced special on beautiful Art Velvet Mottoes
All Clean New Stock—Pre-Inventory SPECIAL
J

X

'

Special Assortment No. 2
3.00 Motto Assortment for 2.25
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

5655
5604
5402
5350
5251
5241
5225
5105

"A Prayer for our Home"
"He Died for You"
"Rules for To-day"
"God Bless our Home"
"Fear Not Only Believe"
"Abide in Me"
"God Hath Power to Help"
"The Lord is My Shepherd"

$ .50
.50
.45
.40
.30
30
.30
.25

__._

Total value

$3.00

Special Assortment No* 2
1.70 Motto Assortment i o r 1 3 0
1
1
1
1
1

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

5601
5351
5226
5118
5130

"Christ is the Head of this House"
"The Lord is My Shepherd"
"Be Strong in the Lord"
"Consider the Lilies, How They Grow"
"Grace Be Unto You and Peace"
Total value..

___$ .50
.40
.30
.25
.25
$1.70

For a limited time we are offering the two splendid Assortments listed
above. These Assortments come in Green, Blue and Red assorted, our
selection of colors.
SEND IN YOUR ORDER NOW for one or both Assortments. These
Beautiful Mottoes are exceptionally desirable as wall decorations. They
answer a useful purpose in homes, hospitals, offices, Sunday Schools and
mission rooms. They make excellent gifts.
THIS OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 30TH, 1930.
Postage Paid. Order of

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
NAPPANEE, INDIANA
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